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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the outcomes of a Colorado School of Mines (CSM) study on the
research project, “Design of Mechanically Stabilized Earth Wall Connections and End of Walls
Subjected to Seismic Loads.” Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) walls are often used for
bridge abutments in highway design due to their low cost and high performance. These retaining
walls are composite soil-structural systems, typically comprised of three major internal
components: (1) a wall facing, such as stacked modular blocks or segmental paneling; (2)
compacted reinforced soil materials; and (3) soil reinforcement, such as geogrid or galvanized
metal strips, extending from the facing into the reinforced materials.
The objective of this study was to perform displacement-based dynamic finite element
analyses of MSE walls to examine the response of selected internal components when subjected
to seismic excitations such as those expected in Colorado. The motivation for this study was the
elevated Peak Ground Accelerations (PGAs) mandated by the 2007 4th edition AASHTO LRFD
Bridge Design Specifications. According to this revision, states are required to design highwayrelated projects for a more stringent, 1,000-year return period earthquake, as opposed to earlier
editions’ 500-year return period. As a result of this change, states that did not previously need to
consider seismic loading may now need to re-evaluate their current detail design practices. For
example, bridges built in certain locations in Western Colorado upon site class B soils now have
to withstand PGAs up to 0.14g as opposed to the previous maximum PGA of 0.025g.
The new PGA magnitudes in Colorado are still considered relatively low with respect to
more seismically active regions; however, they are no longer negligible and merit further
examination. It is therefore necessary to understand the impact that the new design requirements
have upon MSE wall details. The behavior of specific details that have been identified in this
study to be of particular interest include: (1) potential vertical chatter and horizontal sliding
separation of the upper blocks of modular block walls; (2) the relative dynamic transverse
displacements of the tapered wing walls as compared to the main body of the walls; (3) the
relative displacements between the wall facings and the reinforced soil block; and (4) the
seismically induced tensile stresses in the geogrid reinforcement. The approach to achieve these
objectives involved three major tasks: (1) literature review of the-state-of-the-art in
displacement-based MSE wall design; (2) a national state Department of Transportation survey
iv

to determine how other DOTs have approached these issues; and (3) displacement-based analysis
of dynamic behavior of MSE walls based on the Finite Element Method.
From the literature review (Task 1), it was found that many studies have been performed
with many others currently underway in order to find alternative methods to the conventional
pseudo-static equilibrium methods used in the AASHTO code. However, to the CSM research
team’s best knowledge, no previous studies have specifically addressed the design of the
connections or ends of wall treatments under the 2007 AASHTO specifications with the more
stringent 1,000-year return period seismic design requirements. Additionally, based upon the
responses to the national state DOT survey prepared, distributed, and collected by the CSM
research team (Task 2), none of the responding state DOTs have as of yet observed MSE wall
damage directly attributable to seismic or dynamic loading effects. The only state DOT that
reported performing similar research to examine the effects of more stringent seismic design
loads was Washington DOT, which is currently performing this study; to the authors’ current
best knowledge, the Washington DOT report has not yet been published.
The third task involving displacement-based, finite element analysis was carried out using the
commercially available Finite Element software, LS-Dyna. Two segmental panel MSE wall
models (15 ft and 30 ft in height) as well as two modular-block MSE wall models (15 ft and 30 ft
in height), all with geogrid reinforcing, were analyzed. The wall dimensions, reinforcing length
and spacing were taken from Colorado MSE wall shop drawings provided by CDOT. It was
concluded that the maximum recorded ground motion in Colorado available from the United
States Geological Survey (USGS)’s database of historic recorded motions is too small to be
useful for our study purposes. Therefore, potential earthquake motions that are representative of
the elevated AASHTO requirements that could potentially occur in Colorado have been
generated using the USGS’s 2002 Interactive Deaggregation tool combined with the Peak
Ground Acceleration (PGA) values determined from the AASHTO Calculator for three sites
spread across Colorado. These motions were applied to the MSE wall models. Additional real,
more extreme seismic earthquake motions, as recorded in the 1940, El Centro, California
earthquake and the 2008 Illinois earthquake, were also used as loading input to investigate MSE
wall behavior under more significant seismic loads. Both types of 15 ft MSE walls were
simulated, subjected to all five selected seismic motions. The 30 ft high walls were subjected to
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the same five motions plus an additional synthetic motion based upon the natural frequency of
the walls to demonstrate the effects of resonance.
The results of this study show that MSE walls performed well when subjected to seismic
loadings that reflect the updated 1,000-year return period earthquakes in Colorado. The natural
periods of the 15 ft wall models were found to be 0.13 s, while the natural periods of the 30 ft
walls were found to be 0.28 s. The mode shapes were dominated by shear behavior, which
causes swaying in and out at different locations along the wall. The maximum overall
displacements were all less than 0.5 in under seismic loading. No yield stresses were exceeded
for the concrete facing units, the geogrid reinforcement, or the geogrid to facing unit connectors.
None of the specific examined connection details such as corner joints and reinforcement
connections were found to suffer from any detrimental issues.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this research was to model the dynamic behavior of Mechanically
Stabilized Earth (MSE) wall connections and details when subjected to Colorado-specific, 1000year seismic loads. To achieve this objective, the following three tasks were performed:


Literature review of the-state-of-the-art in displacement-based MSE wall design;



The preparation and distribution of a national survey to determine if and how other state
DOTs have examined these issues; and



Displacement-based, finite element analyses of the dynamic behavior of MSE walls
subjected to representative seismic loadings.
The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications [1] address the seismic design of

MSE walls by the use of pseudostatic, overall limit equilibrium analysis. This approach has
worked wall in examining global equilibrium. However, it does not address with equal success
the detailed stresses and deformations of the individual, internal MSE wall components and
connections. Therefore, finite element analyses were performed to determine relative dynamic
displacements between individual MSE wall components. Two different types of MSE walls
(modular block and segmental panel walls) were modeled at two different heights, 15 and 30
feet. The seismic loading applied to these models was based upon three synthetic earthquake
motions generated by the United States Geological Survey’s (USGS) 2002 deaggregation tool for
three sites spread across the geographical extents of Colorado. Additional simulations were
performed to examine the performance of the MSE walls under more extreme seismic loading
conditions: both types of walls at both heights were loaded using actual recorded earthquake
motions in California and Illinois, while the 30 ft wall models were loaded with motions centered
about their natural frequency to examine the effects of resonance. These finite element analyses
were used to evaluate the dynamic behavior of MSE walls, especially with regard to their
internal connection details.

Conclusions were drawn that can be used by the Colorado

Department of Transportation (CDOT) to upgrade and validate their design methodologies for
MSE wall connections and components based upon the more stringent 2007 4th edition LRFD
seismic requirements.
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1.1 Ba
ackground
d
Mechanically
M
y Stabilized Earth (MS
SE) walls arre often used for briddge abutmennts in
highway design duee to their lo
ow cost and
d high perfoormance. M
MSE walls aare retainingg soil
structures with manm
made reinforrcement materials that eextend into the retainedd soils. The main
componeents of an MSE wall are shown in Fiigure 1.1 andd include thee original grround foundaation,
the reinfo
orced soil bllock, and thee retained filll. The reinfoorced soil block consistss of a wall faacing,
reinforceement materials, and sellected backffill material . The wall facing is tyypically relattively
thin (~6 to 8 in) and
d can consistt of segmenttal or full heeight panelss, or stackedd modular bllocks.
The reinfforcement caan consist of extensible materials suuch as geogrrids or inexttensible materials
such as galvanized metallic meshes
m
or strrips. In thiss study, only geogrid reinforcemeent is
examined
d because it
i is the mo
ost common
nly used typpe of reinfoorcement inn Colorado DOT
applicatio
ons. Geogrid
d reinforcem
ment is comm
monly madee of high dennsity polyprropylene whiich is
formed in
nto a grid paattern. Geogrrids can carrry large tensiile loads in tthe perpendiicular directiion to
the wall facing.
f
The open
o
aperturre structure interlocks
i
w
with natural fi
fill materials [2].

Figure
F
1-1: MSE
M wall scchematic

2

There
T
are thrree main typ
pes of MSE wall facinggs commonlyy used in Coolorado: moodular
block, seegmental pan
nel, and fulll panel [4]. Modular bloock walls uuse concrete blocks as ffacing
units thatt are designeed specificallly to fit on top of one aanother in a wall formattion (Figure 1.2).
Grooves are cut into the block to
o increase the coefficientt of friction. There is alsso a lip at the end
p block alig
gnment. These wall faciing units arre typically held togetheer by
of the bllock to help
gravity and
a friction, while grouting may be used at the top layers. S
Soil reinforccement extennding
into the reinforced
r
bllock is usuallly placed ev
very 2 or 3 laayers of bloccks. These w
walls can reacch up
to 40 ft in
n height or more
m
in Colo
orado and caan be built veery quickly [[2].

Figure 1-2: Modu
ular block ffacing unit [[2]
The
T constructtion procedu
ures for segm
mental panell walls are sslightly moree complicateed, as
the panell facing musst be temporrarily proppeed up with ssupports beffore the soil behind it caan be
compacteed [3]. Thiss is in contraast to modullar block waalls, where thhe soil may be compactted as
the blocks are staccked.

Depeending on the panel ttype and paanel manuffacturer, thee soil

reinforceement can be
b attached at joints alrready built into the paanel to be eextended intoo the
reinforceed soil block
k (see Appen
ndix C, Figurre C - 1 for eexample seggmental paneel specificatiions).
The third
d type of MSE
M
wall, which uses fu
ull height paanels for faccing, is ofteen considereed the
most com
mplex, as th
he full heigh
ht panels reequire tempoorary bracinng during thhe placement and
compactiion of the reiinforced soill [4]. Due to
o the difficullty in construucting thesee full-height ppanel
walls, th
here were no
o full heightt panel walll specificatioons providedd by CDOT
T. Thereforee, this
study foccuses on aspeects of the detailing
d
of modular
m
blocck walls and segmental ppanel walls.
MSE
M
segmen
ntal panel walls are generally
g
coonstructed aaccording tto the folloowing
procedurre (e.g. [3]). First, the siite is prepareed by cuttingg or filling tto grade, rem
moving unwanted
material, and then ro
olled to requiired compacction. Next, a leveling paad excavatioon is dug, annd the
p is placed. The levelling pad is a concrete fouundation forr the facing of the MSE wall.
leveling pad
After at least 12 ho
ours of curin
ng, the firstt row of paanels is placced on the lleveling padd and
3

temporarily braced. Then the second row is placed. Next, the selected soil backfill is placed and
compacted to the level of the first row of connections. The reinforcement may then be placed
perpendicular to the wall panels. Another row of wall panels is added, and this procedure is
repeated until the wall is finished [3]. The modular block walls follow the same basic procedure
except bracing is not needed in the supporting of the facing units. Grouting is sometimes added
to the top layer of bricks to restrict movement. MSE walls are sometimes built with wing walls
that are bent back into the soil. The height and orientation of the side walls are often different
from that of the uniform main facing wall and therefore may alter the wall dynamic behavior.
Wing walls often taper down to a lower overall height than of the main wall, particularly in
modular block walls. This study therefore additionally examines the effects of potential relative
displacements between the main and wing walls due to seismic loading.
In summary, the components of the MSE wall that are specifically examined in this study
during seismic events are: (1) the relative displacements between the modular block and
segmental wall facings and the soil reinforcement, (2) the relative motions of the upper blocks in
modular block MSE walls, and (3) the relative motions between the side wing walls and the main
facing wall. Internal stresses in the facings and the soil reinforcement are also examined. These
dynamic responses are quantified when the walls are subjected to synthetic seismic loads
generated by the USGS 2002 deaggregation tool for three sites across Colorado, scaled up for the
more stringent peak ground accelerations (PGA) specified by the 2007 4th edition AASHTO
revision. They are further examined under higher levels of seismic loading to investigate MSE
wall detail behaviors under more significant seismic duress.

1.2 Motivation for Work
Currently, the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design specification [1] is used for the design of
MSE walls. Although this document discusses overall seismic loading considerations using
pseudostatic limit equilibrium analysis procedures, it does not address the detailing of specific
internal connections or ends of wall treatments for composite MSE wall systems. Since the 2007
version of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification, state DOTs are now required to
design for a 1,000-year return period earthquake as opposed to the previous 500-year return
period earthquake requirement. This more stringent requirement means that bridges built in
4

Colorado on site class B (shear wave velocities of 2,500 to 5,000 ft/s) soils may have to use
PGAs as high as 0.14g in their designs as opposed to the previous maximum PGA of 0.025g.
The new PGA magnitudes in Colorado are still considered relatively low with respect to more
seismically active regions; however, they are no longer negligible and merit further examination.
The current PGA values to be designed for usage in the conterminous United States are shown in
Appendix A, Figure A - 1.
CDOT has therefore sponsored this study in order to examine the effects of the increased
AASHTO design acceleration requirements on MSE wall detailing. One of the primary potential
concerns is the possibility of vertical vibration in the top blocks of a modular block MSE wall,
causing the upper blocks to lose contact and vertically “chatter” during a seismic event. The
vertical displacements of these top blocks are monitored in finite element situations in order to
observe whether or not this behavior is of significance. Another potential concern is the relative
displacement response of a tapered down end-of-wall. If the main body of an MSE wall is
subjected to seismic motions, it creates a wave that could propagate along the length of the wall
until it arrives at the tapered ends. This wave in the main body of the wall results a slower
displacement response due to the large mass; however, in order to conserve energy, the wave is
forced to speed up in the shorter tapered ends because there is significantly less mass. This
smaller end-of- wall may therefore experience a “whipping” effect driven by the momentum of
the larger portion of the wall responding to the ground motion. The horizontal displacement of
the tapered down wall is monitored to evaluate the intensity and effects of this behavior. If the
angled wing walls are subjected to seismic loading, this part of the wall can be moving out of
phase of the main wall. The connections between these two intersecting walls are also studied to
determine if excessive shear stresses are developed. A third potential concern is in the relative
displacements between the wall facings and soil reinforcement and the resulting stresses. The
wall facings and geogrid connections are examined to determine if they are able to withstand the
tensile forces due to seismic loading.

1.3 Objectives
The objective of this study was to examine the performance of specific detailing
components of MSE walls when subjected to seismic excitations such as those expected for a
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1,000-year return period for Colorado. The approach to achieve this objective involved the
creation and interpretation of displacement-based, finite element models of typical Colorado
MSE walls subjected to seismic motions representative of the elevated PGAs mandated by the
2007 4th Edition of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. These analyses were
requested by CDOT such that the detailing of specific MSE wall components (the connections of
the upper blocks in modular block walls to the rest of the wall system; the dimensions and
connections of the side ends of walls to the main walls; and the relative motions between the
wall facings, soil, and soil reinforcement) could be evaluated based upon quantitative
deformation-based analyses.

1.4

Approach
To fulfill the objectives of this study, the following tasks (as quoted from the original

CSM proposal) were performed:
Task 1: Perform a literature review to determine if there has been similar research that will aid
CDOT in improving the practice. Review practices in other state DOTs regarding
Seismic Detail and EOW treatment.
Task 2: Conduct a national survey of state DOTs to determine if other states have had similar
problems and if so, their solutions and recommendations.
Task 3: Displacement based analysis involving:
1. Determining appropriate seismic ground motions for Colorado
2. Performing a review of existing MSE walls to determine the mechanical and
geometric properties of current representative detail specifications
3. Performing a limited number of dynamic finite element analyses to observe the
deformation behavior of the individual components as well as the ends-of-walls
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Real-World Observations of MSE Wall Performance Under Seismic
Loading
MSE walls have been noted to generally perform well during seismic events (e.g. [5]).
However, there are a few cases of documented damage in MSE walls as well as in gravity earth
walls during earthquakes. Although gravity earth walls’ engineering behaviors are much less
complex than MSE walls in terms of potential interactions between internal components,
studying their behavior under seismic loading conditions can indicate potential hazards in MSE
walls due to reinforcement breakage or connection failures. During the Taiwan Chi-Chi
earthquake on September 21, 1999, multiple soil retaining gravity walls within 30 km of the
Chlungpu fault suffered severe damage (e.g., [6]). One particular failed wall in this area was
comprised of stacked concrete blocks and built in order to retain a steep excavation along a
highway. This wall failed due to sliding of the stacked component concrete blocks along the
construction joints. The concrete had been placed in five pours with no special treatment
provided for the connection joints. The top two blocks fell off during the earthquake due to low
frictional resistance at the flat construction joint. The frictional resistance was not sufficient to
withstand the dynamic earth pressure [6]. This behavior in a gravity earth wall could potentially
be seen in a modular block MSE walls if the seismic loads are high enough to overcome the
weights and frictional interfaces of the top blocks. The top blocks have the potential to “chatter”
off of the wall system, particularly if grouting is not used to keep the upper blocks in place.
Additionally, global serviceability in the aftermath of earthquake events of retaining
walls is also a concern. Several retaining earth walls and embankments experienced serious
damage during the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan after being exposed to heavy rainfall [5].
Masonry soil walls, unreinforced concrete panel walls, and unreinforced concrete gravity walls
experienced the most severe damage due to the high acceleration of 0.7g caused by the Kobe
earthquake. Typical types of damage induced in these types of walls can be seen in Figure 2.1.
However, one MSE wall with panel facings was noted to experience minimal damages compared
to theses other types of retaining walls. The MSE wall’s only noticeable response to the Kobe
earthquake was a relatively minor displacement at the top of the wall, ranging from 100 mm to
260 mm. The Kobe earthquake proved the seismic resilience of MSE walls as compared to other
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forms off retaining walls, resultin
ng in most off the failed rretaining struuctures beinng rebuilt as MSE
walls will perrform
walls [5]. However, it is yet uncclear how thee internal coonnections inn the MSE w
under seeismic loadiings, as the observed damages w
were with respect to global, extternal
serviceab
bility and not internal rellative deform
mations of inndividual com
mponents.

Figure 2-1: Typiccal forms off damage to (a) gravity (b) gravity leaning and
d (c) mason
nry
unreinforced walls in the
t 1995 Koobe earthqu
uake [5]

Another
A
docu
umented casee study of a MSE wall suubjected to sseismic loadding was recoorded
from a 1999
1
seismicc event in Turkey
T
[7]. This
T
earthquuake was a significant event with a 7.4
magnitud
de and occu
urred north of
o the Anato
olian Fault. The MSE wall was a 100 meter long
retaining
g wall system
m built as a double faceed or back-tto-back typee wall (see F
Figure 2.2). The
wall faciing was com
mprised of segmental
s
concrete pannels, and thee reinforcem
ment consisteed of
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metallic strips exten
nding into the
t backfill soil. The wall failed at a locatioon adjacent to a
collapsed
d bridge abuttment due to
o breakage of
o the metalliic soil reinfoorcement.

Figure 2-2:
2 Schema
atics of doub
ble-faced MSE
M system w
with reinforrced concreete facing paanels
[7]

The
T system was
w subjecteed to a PGA
A which waas approxim
mately 0.4g in the horizzontal
direction
n and 0.26g in the verticaal direction. The verticall ground defformations ap
appeared to bbe the
main sou
urce of dam
mage for thee MSE wall in the appproach rampp section. T
The facing ppanel
connectio
ons with th
he metallic reinforcemeents did nott fail, howeever, and thhe flexible jjoints
between panels allowed largee displacem
ments and ddifferential settlements.

Large ppanel

ons and crack
ks were obseerved at high
her levels buut not at low
wer elevationns [7]. How
wever,
separatio
although the verticall earthquakee component appeared tto be the m
main cause oof damage inn this
earthquak
ke, the verrtical compo
onent of th
he Turkey eearthquake was much higher thann the
horizontaal 0.14g PG
GA expecteed in the 1,000-year C
Colorado eaarthquake.

As the veertical

componeent of seismiic activity is generally siignificantly llower than thhe horizontaal componennt, the
vertical component
c
of
o a potentiall Colorado earthquake
e
iss expected too be smallerr than the PG
GA of
0.14g and
d is neglecteed for this stu
udy.
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2.2 Experimental Investigations of MSE Wall Behavior Under Seismic
Loading
There have been several experimental studies on models of MSE and cantilever walls in
order to understand the behavior of the wall during a seismic event. These experimental data
have been used in conjunction with numerical modeling methodologies in an attempt to calibrate
and validate the results of the numerical models. Some of the most common tests performed use
instrumented small scale models vibrated using shake tables.

Shake table experiments

performed on gravity earth walls give experimental indications of how MSE walls might behave
if the connections to the soil reinforcement are lost. Bathurst et al. [8] and Zarnani and Bathurst
[9] performed and analyzed data from shake table tests on gravity wall models, focusing
primarily upon evaluating the global behavior of the walls. Ling et al. [10] performed large-scale
shake table tests to validate analytical design methods of modular block MSE walls backfilled
with dry sands. These tests focused upon the behaviors of the individual components of the
MSE walls. The Kobe earthquake motion was scaled to a peak acceleration of 0.4g and applied
in one direction horizontally. This same motion was then scaled to a maximum acceleration of
0.86g and applied again preceding the 0.4g scaled motion as secondary shaking. Transducers
were used to measure lateral and vertical earth pressures, wall facing displacements, crest
settlement, reinforcement strains, and accelerations within the soil and facing blocks. Under
earthquake loading, the displacement was largest at the top of the wall: for the first shaking cycle
with a maximum acceleration of 0.4g, the wall peak displacements were 3 to 7 mm. The
reinforcement tensile loads throughout the height of the wall for the first loading cycle range
from 0.5 to 1.0

. [10]. The maximum acceleration and resulting tensile loads from Ling et al.’s

[10] study are comparable to those found in the finite element models subjected to the 1940 El
Centro, California earthquake motions used for the present study; these are discussed in detail in
Chapter 7.
Further experimental shake test table studies were performed to examine the relative
motions in the reinforced soil component of MSE walls in particular. A series of 1-g shaking
table tests were conducted on several 1 m high reinforced-soil models by Sabermahani et.al.
[11]. The effects of parameters such as soil density, reinforcement length, spacing and stiffness
on the seismic response of the model walls were studied. Several potential deformation modes
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and shapes were examined. The distribution of the shear stiffness modulus, G, and damping
ratio, ξ, of the reinforced soil along the wall height was assessed. It was found that walls built
with more extensible reinforcements have larger transverse deformation which often leads to a
bulging mode of failure, which corresponds to an internal single failure surface detected in the
reinforced zone and no external failure surface. Additionally, walls that are shorter in length,
have closer reinforcement spacing, or have stiffer reinforcement usually have failure mechanisms
that form behind the reinforced zone in the form of the overturning mode rather than the bulging
mode. Therefore, this study found that reinforcement stiffness governs the mode of deformation
and failure mechanism of a wall under seismic conditions [11].
Shake table tests have also been performed to examine the effects of facing properties on
seismic response. Results from the reactions developed at the toe of reduced scale MSE wall
models on shake tables indicate that facing stiffness and toe restraint provide additional
resistance to wall lateral movement. El-Emam and Bathurst [12] used models with 1 meter high
rigid panel facings. The variables they examined include facing stiffness, facing inclination
angle, input base motion characteristics, and boundary conditions at the toe. Their results show
that the thin inclined wall facing had the least displacement and that hinged wall toe
configurations performed better than sliding wall toe [12]. In a similar study [13] it was shown
that the magnitude of the lateral wall displacement is dependent on reinforcement length,
stiffness, and number of reinforcement layers. Fourteen 1-m high wall models at 1/6 scale were
produced and placed on shake tables. The variables were reinforcement stiffness, length, and
vertical spacing. Increasing the ratio of reinforcement-length to wall-height reduced the
reinforcement connection loads significantly. The empirical AASHTO/FHWA design method
underestimates the magnitude of the reinforcement connection loads at higher base accelerations.
The current design methods either neglect or underestimate the vertical toe loads [13].
MSE walls have also been tested on the small-scale using geotechnical centrifuge
modeling procedures. Three different tests were performed by Siddharthan et al. [14] by placing
two wall models at a time back to back on a centrifuge. Bar mat reinforcement and a backfill
consisting of a fine dry granular soil was used for all prototypes. The input motions started with
peak ground accelerations of 0.48g and steadily increased in magnitude. It was seen that the wall
deformations were not uniform over the height of the wall: the first wall model had a base
deformation of approximately 8 mm, while the middle and top both displaced 6 mm relative to
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the bottom with a peak acceleration of 0.48g. With this wall exposed to a peak acceleration of
0.83g, the bottom displaced 28 mm, the middle 20 mm, and the top 4 mm relative to the bottom.
The other wall models had similar displacements. However, no catastrophic failures were
observed. This study shows that the soil, reinforcement, and wall facings typically behave as one
unit and indicates that the relative displacements during a seismic event may be relatively small.
This conclusion supports the observations made of the analyses presented in Chapter 7 of the
present study, in which it is observed that the finite element MSE walls generally behave
monolithically as one unit.
Dewoolkar et al. [15] studied the effects of cantilever retaining walls with liquefiable
backfills. They compared a finite element analysis using the program DIANA-SWANDYNE II
to experimental centrifuge tests. In this experiment two tests were performed on a model 6 inches
tall and .25 inches thick on a 400g-ton centrifuge. In the first test, the soil was saturated with
distilled water, while in the second test the soil was saturated with methylcellulose. The
centrifuge test models experience an acceleration that can be scaled by a factor of N to earth’s
gravity. Therefore, a fluid, such as methylcellulose, that is N times more viscous than water can
be used to reduce the soil permeability by a factor of N. Instrumentation installed in the model
included miniature accelerometers, LVDTs, strain gages, and miniature total stress gages. From
the experiment, it is clear that there were higher excess pore pressures in the methylcellulosesaturated soil because of the slower dissipation of excess pore pressures. This soil also settled
more than the water saturated soil. The pore pressure transducer for the methylcellulose saturated soil and water-saturated soil reach a state of cyclic mobility, liquefaction, after the first
five to six loading cycles. The finite element results matched up to the experimental results
fairly well. It is recommended that pore pressures be taken into account for retaining wall design
[15]. However, the three-phase nature of the soil examined in Dewoolkar et al’s [15] work is
beyond the scope of the present study; the soil materials in this study were modeled as linear
continuum materials using a total stress approach.
Other types of experimental testing procedures have also been performed on MSE walls
to understand the displacement behavior of the connections between the facing and the
reinforcement and the soil. Abdel-Rahman and Ibrahim [16] performed tests to observe loading
and unloading cycles of both soil and geogrid. A testing apparatus was designed and built to
perform uniaxial tension tests on geogrids, direct shear tests on soils, and pullout tests for
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geogrids from soils. For each geogrid a series of static and cyclic loading conditions were carried
out. From their studies, Abdel-Rahman and Ibrahim concluded that: (1) geogrid horizontal
displacement increases with increasing load cycles until there is full slippage; (2) geogrids with
higher stiffness can endure more loading cycles; (3) higher static factors of safety against geogrid
slippage show more resilience in dynamic loading situations; (4) horizontal displacements of
geogrid per load cycle increase at lower interface normal stresses; and (5) during cyclic loading
tests, geogrids can fail by tension in the longitudinal direction, shear in the transverse direction,
or a combination of these two. These factors should be taken into account when designing
geogrid placed at lower levels in seismically active zones.
Reinforcement layers are placed between the masonry units of MSE walls. These
connections can be frictional or clipped. In order to fully understand the maximum loads and
displacements these connections can take, a full scale pull out test was designed by Bathurst
[17].

The tensile load deformation properties are determined by geometry and type of

geosynthetic-facing unit interface; quality of the facing material; type of facing unit (hollow or
solid); tolerances on facing or block dimensions; quality of construction; and thickness, structure
and polymer type of the geosynthetic. Approximately a dozen different types of modular blocks
in combination with several different geogrids have been tested over a period of two years using
the testing apparatus developed at the Canadian Royal Military College. The strength of the
geogrid and modular blocks can differ depending on depth and site conditions. It was shown that
strong uniaxial polyethylene geogrid in combination with solid masonry concrete units are able
to carry up to 134 kPa normal stress more than a weak uniaxial woven polyester geogrid in
combination with a hollow masonry concrete unit filled with crushed stone [17]. The uniaxial
polyethylene geogrid in combination with solid masonry blocks is what is observed in the
present study. These two materials work well together in that they reduce stresses and have small
deformations.

2.3 Current Design Codes and Guidelines
When analyzing MSE walls, the goal is to create a reinforced earth block that acts as a
vertical gravity retaining wall. Typically, design procedures treat the entire MSE wall (the
facing, the selected compacted backfill, and the soil reinforcement) as a gravity wall for stability
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analysis with added internal cheecks on faillure modes through thee reinforced soil block. The
reinforceement causess a reactive effect
e
in thatt the lateral ddeformations caused by the weight oof the
soil and surface
s
load
ding is resisteed by the fricctional interrface betweeen the soil annd the reinfoorcing
layers. This induces confinementt in the soil,, which increeases its streength and prrovides it wiith an
w
allows for vertical planes withhout additionnal support. F
Figure 2.3 sshows
apparent cohesion which
the possiible failure modes
m
of an MSE wall due
d to: (a) exxternal instaability; (b) coombined extternal
and interrnal instabilitties, also kno
own as comp
pound instabbilities; and (c) internal iinstability.

Figu
ure 2-3: Extternal, comp
pound, and internal faiilure modess

The
T static deesign of MSE
E walls is well-defined
w
d in the AAS
SHTO LRFD
D Bridge D
Design
specificaations [1]. Sttatic externall stability off an MSE waall is determ
mined by the same procedures
as used for
f gravity retaining
r
walls with a veertical face aand is typically based uupon Coloum
mb or
Rankine theory. Theese checks include oveerturning, slliding, and bbearing cappacity. The static
internal stability
s
is determined
d
from
f
the strrength charaacteristics off the fill maaterial, the teensile
strength of the reinfo
orcement, th
he spacing off the reinforrcement, andd the frictionnal characterristics
of the so
oil-reinforcem
ment interfacce. From theese paramet ers, the maxximum tie foorce is calcuulated
as well as
a tie thickneess and lengtth depending
g on the assuumed factor of safety annd life span oof the
wall. If tensile failu
ure of the reinforcemen
r
nt at any leevel were too occur, thiis would leaad to
progressiive collapse of the wall. Slip at the soil-reinforce
s
ement interfface can leadd to redistribbution
of stressees and progrressive deforrmation of the
t wall. Thee soil and reeinforcemennt reaction caan be
treated in
n two differeent ways. Th
he first way treats
t
the MS
SE wall as aan anchored flexible retaaining
wall in situations
s
wh
here geotexttiles and geo
ogrids are uused. The seccond method is the cohherent
gravity method
m
which
h is common
nly used wheen metal striips are used for reinforceement.
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Seismic analysis of MSE walls is defined in the AASHTO LRFD document under section
11.10.7. [1]. External stability is examined by the Mononobe-Okabe (M-O) Method [18]. This
method is a pseudostatic limit equilibrium method and is a direct extension of the static Coulomb
theory. Pseudostatic limit equilibrium methods, while computationally straight-forward, do not
provide any information on the deformation behavior of the system. This method therefore does
not provide the necessary relative displacement motions between individual MSE wall
components such as the facing blocks or panels, reinforcement, and soil necessary to do detail
and connection design. The M-O method describes earthquake loading as a simple harmonic
motion for engineering applications. The displacement due to the seismic event can be described
as:
sin

2
(2-1)

where A is the amplitude of the harmonic motion, T is the period, and y is the displacement from
the original position at any time t. Taking the second derivative yields the acceleration with a
maximum amplitude, a, given by:
4
(2-2)
This maximum amplitude of acceleration can be resolved into horizontal and vertical
components and is used to determine the effects of seismic loading on massive structures.
Earthquake pressures are most dangerous when the horizontal acceleration is directed
perpendicular to the wall and the vertical acceleration is directed upwards. If these accelerations
and soil weight due to gravity are combined and applied to static conditions, then using M-O
theory the active seismic earth pressure,

, is expressed by:
1
2

where

1

(2-3)

is the unit weight of the soil and H is the total height of the wall.

is the pseudostatic

seismic vertical inertia factor, found by dividing the vertical component of the maximum
acceleration by gravity, and

is the active earth pressure coefficient defined as:
cos
(2-4)
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where

b
the pseudostati c horizontall and verticaal componennts of
is the resulltant angle between

accelerattion, φ is the angle of fricction of the earth,
the back of the wall,

is thhe angle of ffriction betw
ween the earthh and

is the angle of the eaarth surface w
with the horrizontal, andd

is the anggle of

w the verttical. These variables
v
aree displayed iin Figure 2.44 [18].
the back of the wall with
When
W
determ
mining the external stability in the AASHTO ddocument, itt is assumedd that
there is a potential phase
p
differeence between
n the M-O aactive earth ppressure,
the wall, and the reiinforced zon
ne wall inerttial force,

, acting beehind

. Therefoore, a reduceed base widdth of

0.5H is used
u
to deterrmine the waall inertial lo
oad which onnly accountss for sixty peercent of thee total
wall inerrtia, see Figu
ure 2.5 [1]. The
T dynamicc soil thrust and reducedd wall inertiaal force actinng on
the reinfo
orced zone are
a then addeed to the stattic forces andd overturninng and slidinng is checkedd.

Figure 2-4: Mon
nonobe-Oka
abe and Cou
ulomb Theoory variablees
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Fiigure 2-5: Seismic exterrnal stabilitty of an MSE wall [1]

The
T internal stability und
der dynamicc loading is checked by first dividinng the reinfo
forced
zone into
o an active and
a a resistiv
ve zone (Fig
gure 2.6). Thhe horizontall inertia forcces caused bby the
seismic acceleration
a
on the masss of the activ
ve zone mustt be resistedd by the reinfforcements oof the
resistive zone. Thee resistive zone
z
reinfo
orcement mu
must be stroong enoughh and develloped
sufficienttly within th
he resistive zone to witthstand hori zontal inertiia and the sstatic forces. The
pseudostatic inertiall force actin
ng on the active zonee is calculatted and disstributed to each
r
thhat extends beyond thee active/resistive
reinforceement layer in proportiion to the resistance
boundary
y. The dynam
mic tensile force
f
is then added to thee static tensiile force andd checked aggainst
the allow
wable tensile force for eaach layer.
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Figurre 2-6: Activ
ve and resisttance zoness for internaal stability [[1]

There
T
have been
b
many concerns raaised about the AASH
HTO LRFD code proceedure,
specificaally examinin
ng whether or
o not this method
m
is truuly conservat
ative and what seismic ddesign
values sh
hould be ussed. One off the most significant
s
sstudies in aaddressing thhese concerrns is
described
d in the Nattional Coopeerative High
hway Researrch Program
m (NCHRP) Report 611 [19].
This repo
ort addressess the seismicc analysis an
nd design of retaining waalls, buried sstructures, sllopes,
and embaankments. The
T results of
o this report are summarrized as folloows.
In
n current MS
SE wall desiign procedurres, behavioor as described by the M
M-O method deals
with hom
mogeneous, cohesionlesss materials. Observationns from limit equilibriuum slope staability
analysis shows that the
t stability of a given slope
s
is veryy sensitive tto soil cohession. Becausse the
M
method
d can only be used fo
or simple coohesionless soil cases, the NCHRP
P has
current M-O
extended
d the M-O eq
quation to account for cohesive
c
soills. Charts arre presented that show aactive
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earth pressure coefficients as a function of the horizontal seismic coefficients for different soil
cohesions normalized by unit weight of the soil and height of the wall. It is seen that a soil with
a friction angle of 40 degrees and horizontal seismic coefficient of 0.3 will have
cohesionless soil and

0.4 for a

0.25 for a wall height of 20 feet with 200 psf cohesion. Another

issue with the M-O pseudostatic method is that the M-O solution for the seismic active earth
pressure increases significantly for walls with slopes and higher seismic coefficients. Therefore,
when performing an external stability check, instead of the peak acceleration used in the
AASHTO code, it is recommended that the height-dependent average seismic coefficient be
used. It is also recommended that the total wall mass should be used to compute the inertial load
instead of 50% according to AASHTO. For external stability it is recommended that the sliding
block method be used with the total active earthquake force with a revised displacement
functions given in section 7-6 of the NCHRP 611 Report [19].
The current internal stability design approach for MSE walls is given by AASHTO and
assumes that the internal inertial forces that cause tensile forces in the reinforcement act on the
same active pressure zone as the static loading case. This active earth zone is assumed to be
bilinear for inextensible reinforcement and linear for extensible reinforcement. It is
recommended in NCHRP 611 that the wall height dependent average seismic coefficient be used.
The current method distributes the total inertial force to each of the reinforcement layers in
proportion to the effective resistance lengths. This gives higher tensile forces in lower
reinforcement layers, which is opposite to what the M-O equation describes. Due to this
contradiction, the report recommends that a deformation design approach be used, using a finite
element computer analysis [19].

This CDOT supported study follows through with that

recommendation and complements the pseudostatic codified methods with the ability to model
the dynamic displacements of the multiple components involved in a MSE wall, allowing for a
quantitative basis for detail and connection design.

2.4 Current Research in Proposed Modifications to Current Design Codes
and Guidelines
Much research has been and is still being performed to improve the pseudostatic limit
equilibrium methods used by the AASHTO LRFD bridge design specifications [1]. Many
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alternative numerical methods have been proposed. The NCHRP 611 report [19] addresses the
noted limitations of the AASHTO code. This report includes cohesion with the M-O equation
based on Prakash and Saran [20], Richards and Shi [21], and Chen and Liu [22]. Prakash and
Saran [20] considered only the horizontal earthquake acceleration. The pressure due to selfweight of the soil and cohesion therefore resulted in different failure planes and thus could not be
considered a practical situation. An expression for active thrust applied by cohesive backfills
considering both horizontal and vertical earthquake coefficients was then introduced by Richards
and Shi [21]. The approach by Prakash and Saran [20] has been extended to include retaining
walls with an inclined backfill by Shukla and Gupta [23]. They developed an expression to
include the total active force from the cohesive backfills on the retaining wall based on the
Coulomb sliding wedge concept, considering both horizontal and vertical earthquake
accelerations and maximizing the pressure to define a single failure plane [23]. When these
methods are compared, Shukla and Gupta’s method computes lower values of passive earth
pressure than previous methods. This is because this method maximizes the total active force in
order to produce one single failure plane. This is a more realistic model for calculating earth
pressures [23].
Other research has been completed that can improve AASHTO’s equilibrium method.
Cai and Bathurst [24] consider the failure modes of external sliding along the base of the MSE
wall, inertial sliding along a reinforcement layer and through the facing, and the block interface
shear between facing column units. They demonstrate that a consistent application of the M-O
theory may be conservative in that it requires more reinforcement closer to the wall crest.
Displacements must also be taken into account when designing MSE walls. An example of
displacement-based methodology is given for the stability analysis of the three potential failure
modes of the modular block MSE wall. Excessive deformations can occur happen every time the
ground acceleration is larger than the critical acceleration for each failure mode. The deepest
interface layer is the most critical layer for internal sliding. Available facing shear capacity is not
critical in the design of MSE walls. For seismic conditions, the most critical condition exists at
the top-most layer for block-block/block-geosynthetic interfaces [24].
Choudhury et al. [25] compare the different methods to compute the active and passive
earth pressures under seismic conditions for retaining walls, as well as for design of earth dam
and shallow foundations. For retaining walls, mostly pseudostatic force-based and displacement20

based analyses are used to compute seismic earth pressures. In pseudostatic force-based analyses,
the effects of the earthquake are applied as constant horizontal and vertical accelerations. These
pseudostatic accelerations are then converted to horizontal and vertical inertia forces. The M-O
method is commonly used, but it overestimates passive earth pressures when the wall friction
angle is more than one third of the soil friction angle. In order to correct this, a curved rupture
surface analysis is considered. The point of application of the seismic load is determined using
the method of slices. The displacement-based analysis was also modified to analyze retaining
walls using either a coupled rotational and translational approach, a decoupled translational
approach, or a decoupled rotational approach. It is concluded that displacement-based analysis
should be used rather than pseudostatic limit equilibrium analyses for the safe and economical
seismic design of retaining walls. The point of application of seismic earth pressures should be
computed based on logical analysis instead of an arbitrary selection as suggested by design
codes.
Displacement-based methods are seen to be a good complement or alternative to the
simplified M-O method. There have been many research projects that compare and evaluate the
different displacement-based methods. The external stability of MSE walls is analyzed by using
the same procedure as a cantilever retaining wall. When comparing finite difference methods to
Newmark’s sliding block method [26], it is shown that Newmark’s method is not always
conservative. In a study performed by Callisto and Soccadato [27], of twenty four different cases
of cantilever walls with different properties and dimensions, it is shown that the largest
accelerations always occur at the top of the wall. Walls with less stiffness accumulate more
permanent deformations. Callisto and Saccadato recommend that for severe earthquakes, the
critical acceleration be determined through an iterative process using limit equilibrium. This
critical acceleration can be compared to the max acceleration in the vicinity to determine the
magnitude of likely permanent displacements. Instantaneous distribution of contact stresses in
the wall can produce larger bending moments than calculated using the critical acceleration.
Therefore it is recommended that a representative bending yield strength of the wall be provided
for each wall section [28].
Siddharthan et al. [28] present a computational model that predicts the permanent
deformations including the distribution of these displacements for multiblock models. Four
different small-scale experimental models were examined in dynamic geotechnical centrifuge
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tests in order to obtain results. The applied accelerations ranged from 0.48g to 0.9g. The model is
split into three different layers of movable blocks to find relative displacements. The permanent
deformations of the wall were then calculated when a determined threshold acceleration was
exceeded [29], resulting in the presented model for permanent deformations.
Cai and Bathurst [29] discuss the results for different displacement-based analyses for
seismic loading on MSE walls. The amount of movement of the soil structure cannot be
determined from pseudostatic methods, which are most commonly used. Newmark’s sliding
block method [26], Franklin and Chang’s upper bound method [30], Richards and Elm’s upper
bound method [31], Whitman and Liao’s mean fit method [32], and Cai and Bathurst’s mean
upper bound method [29] use peak acceleration and peak velocity as reference parameters. The
results of all these methods are compared, with Richard and Elm’s [31] being the most
conservative.

Methods using maximum acceleration and predominant period as reference

parameters include Sarma’s method [33], Makdisi and Seed’s method [34], Yegian et al.’s
method [35], and Amdraseys and Menu’s [36]. A comparison of these methods is performed. It
is shown by a case study that these methods fall within a reasonably narrow band. According to
statistical data, Ambrseys and Menu [36] and Yegian et al [35] give better estimates of
permanent displacements because these methods use a probability of exceedance [29].
Using LRFD methodology in the design of MSE walls has been problematic due to a lack
of statistical data for probabilistic analysis of load and resistance parameters. Bathurst et al. [37]
discuss how to calibrate load factors in the LRFD method. The probability of failure for a bridge
is approximately 1 in 5000, and for geotechnical foundations it is proposed to be 1 in 1000. The
probability of an MSE wall failure is much lower than this because of the redundancy of the soil
reinforcement. LRFD is based on comparing reduced strength properties to increased load
values, scaled by specified design factors. The multiple factors are based on statistical data from
past experience. In order to calibrate these factors, a bias value is used of measured to predicted
load and resistance values. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) is then used to calculate
the probability associated with each bias value. Caution must be taken when rejecting outliers at
the tails of the distribution curves because these control the estimate of the probability of failure.
The older Allowable Stress Design (ASD) method can be used as a useful check until more
statistical data is collected relevant to the materials of MSE walls [37].
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It is obvious that from these studies there is a need for a more accurate simplified method
that can be implemented in the AASHTO LRFD code. This method should be able to predict the
relative deformations and displacements of the multiple components involved in a MSE wall.
There have been no studies performed in determining how the connections of the geogrid to the
facing units or the facing unit to facing unit connections within the walls perform under seismic
loads. Since the components’ interaction with each other is not clearly understood, there is
currently no quantitatively based method for detail and connection design. This study aims to
give insight into this issue by determining what stresses and displacements are developed at these
MSE wall connections.

2.5 Finite Element Analysis of Retaining Wall Structures
Finite element methods are informative tools for MSE and other retaining wall designs as
they may be used to approximate the deformation and stress responses of realistic structures with
potentially complex geometries and loading conditions (e.g. [38] - [41]).

The literature

documenting research utilizing finite element methods for the examination of multiple aspects of
MSE and retaining wall behavior is both vast and broad in scope. The following section
summarizes some of the most closely related studies to the present work, providing the context
for this study.
A recent study [38] evaluating the validity of finite element models for MSE wall
behavior was conducted on an MSE wall, located along the I-15 reconstruction project through
Salt Lake City, Utah. Instrumentation was placed in the soil to monitor foundation response. The
recorded data were used to calibrate a finite element model of the MSE wall using the software
Plaxis [38]. Another study comparing the real-world behavior of MSE walls to finite element
predications involved the investigation of a of a two tiered five meter MSE wall [39]. The MSE
wall was built, and a static surcharge load was applied by placing a precast concrete box on top
and filling it with ready mix concrete as seen in Figure 2.7. Wall facing displacements and
reinforcement strains were measured using LVDTs placed in the middle of the wall. ABAQUS
2006 was used to perform a finite element analysis. The results from both analyses match up
fairly well, and the physical model test was used to calibrate the FEA results. It was seen that a
loading pressure that exceeded the design pressure caused wall displacements and reinforcing
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decreasing facing/soil friction angle, decreasing backfill friction angle, and decreasing facing
rigidity [42].
Cantilever walls have similar global equilibrium behavior to MSE walls. More insight on
soil-wall interaction is gained through dynamic finite element analyses of these walls. Green et
al. [43] performed a series of non-linear dynamic response analyses of cantilever retaining walls
to determine the appropriateness of the M-O method. The finite differences program FLAC was
used to analyze an incremental retaining wall with backfill exposed to a dynamic loading.
Interface elements were used in the model between the wall and the soil to allow relative
movements and permanent displacements to occur. Lateral pressures imposed on the stem of the
wall were in good agreement with the active earth pressures determined using traditional
pseudostatic Coulomb expressions as well as the stresses predicted by the M-O method where
accelerations are low. At larger levels of acceleration, however, the M-O method did not predict
the stem stresses as well. This is due to the relative flexibility of the structural wedge, consisting
of the cantilever wall and the backfill contained within, and the different motions of the driving
soil wedge. Both of these violate the assumptions of the M-O method [43].
Since damage can occur from the clapping of the wall against the soil during seismic
events, a geofoam buffer has been considered as a solution to global equilibrium of cantilever
walls by Trandafir and Ertugral [44]. Expanded polystyrene (EPS) geofoam is proposed as an
efficient way to reduce the seismic earth pressures between a rigid non-yielding retaining wall
and the soil backfill. It is hypothesized that this geofoam can act as a seismic buffer in case of an
earthquake, and the viability of this hypothesis is examined within the finite element
environment. The boundary conditions used in the finite element model involve restrained
horizontal and vertical relative displacements along the bottom of the cantilever wall model.
There is also an absorbing boundary along the vertical edge in the far field. The time history of
the horizontal earthquake acceleration from the October 23, 2004 Chuetsu, Japan was used on
the model. It was found that smaller permanent seismic deformations occur with the geofoam
[44]. Absorbing boundaries are also used in the present study. The absorbing boundaries are
referred to as “non-reflecting” boundaries and are applied at boundaries representing infinite
extension of soil.
Counterforts are much like cantilever walls in that they are large precast concrete freestanding retaining wall structures. The design of such walls under earthquake loads using
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Newmark’s sliding block method and finite element analysis was presented by Davies et al. [45].
In order for Newmark’s method to show consistent and rational results for both forced-based and
displacement-based design requirements, there needs to be a 50% reduction in the peak ground
acceleration value used, Davies et al. [45].
MSE walls are more difficult to model than cantilever walls using finite elements.
However, finite element methods are one of the most accurate tools for determining stresses,
strains, and displacements of these walls, due to their complex geometries. Karpurapu and
Bathurst [40] perform a study on finite element modeling of MSE walls. They discuss the details
of the finite element method and models used to simulate the response of two constructed fullscale MSE walls. The program GEOFEM is used because this program provides nonlinear
constitutive models for soil-polymeric reinforcement interfaces, as well as soil-facing block
interaction. A modified form of a hyperbolic function is used to model soil in order to capture
dilation behavior. The FE models of two types of MSE walls were loaded with surcharge until
failure. The first wall simulated a full height panel wall and the second simulated a segmental
panel wall. Both structures demonstrated a well-developed internal failure through the
reinforcement zone. The uppermost reinforcement layer of the full height panel wall ruptured at
the panel wall connection. Strains within the reinforcement were highest at panel connections
and at the location of the internal soil failure plane. The segmental panel wall failed in two
distinct steps: initial shear failure of the soil in the reinforced zone and load transfer to the
reinforcement [40].
Cai and Bathurst [46] present results for a two dimensional finite element analysis of a
MSE wall model consisting of modular block facing units using the program TARA-3. With
these types of walls it is very important to consider the block-block, block-geogrid, and geogridsoil interfaces. Interface shear between the wall components is modeled using slip elements. The
soil is modeled as a non-linear hysteretic stress-strain material. The reinforcement is modeled
using a hysteretic model as well. Slip elements obey the behavior of the Mohr-Coulomb
criterion. Relative displacements and shear forces are seen to be greatest at interfaces where a
geosynthetic is present. Limit equilibrium method reinforcement forces were consistently greater
than those observed in the FE model. The horizontal accelerations predicted at different locations
in the unreinforced soil mass and facia column showed that peak accelerations occurred at the
same time across the wall system [46].
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Yogendrakumar et al. [41] examined two different finite element analysis approaches to
model MSE walls under seismic loading. These are called the equivalent linear elastic method
and the incremental elastic approach. These are computed using QUAD4B and TARA-3
respectively and compared with field results. The QUAD4B program uses the equation of motion
and assumes the wall is a damped elastic model. It is described by Poisson’s ratio, shear-strain
dependent shear modulus, and equivalent viscous damping ratio. An iterative process is required
to determine the shear modulus and damping ratio.

In order to determine permanent

deformations, Newmark’s method must be used [26]. TARA-3 uses the tangent shear and
tangent bulk modulus. It also uses a Rayleigh type viscous damping. The program allows both
static and dynamic analysis which gives more realistic results and allows for permanent
deformations to be calculated. The field test was done at UCLA by setting blasts off in front of
an MSE wall and recording the accelerations in the wall. The experimental and predicted results
are in good agreement for both programs except for QUAD between 0.25 and 0.69 seconds
where excessive accelerations were predicted. It is concluded that the incremental elastic
approach is the more accurate method to use [41].
The previous studies provide a precedent that the finite element method is an appropriate
means for modeling the behaviors of MSE walls. The literature also proposes several alternative
methods to the M-O method as well as several different ways to perform a finite element analysis
on retaining structures give more accurate results. To the knowledge of the authors, there has not
been specific research in the area of design of better connections or the prevention of top block
chatter on modular block walls or the end of wall treatment. In general, MSE walls have
performed fairly well in seismic events due to the wall flexibility. However, there have been
incidences of MSE wall failures with seismic events with large vertical components. The study
of MSE wall detailed connections under seismic loading is the next step to contribute to this vast
field of research.
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3.0 NATIONAL DOT SURVEY
To determine if other state Departments of Transportation have examined the effects of
the revised AASHTO code on their MSE wall designs, a national survey of state DOTs was
performed. Beginning May 2010, a survey prepared by the CSM research team was mailed
electronically to all state DOTs. A list of DOT employees contacted is listed in Appendix B. The
survey questions were presented as follows:


Approximately how many MSE walls does your state DOT maintain?



Approximately what percentage of your total retaining walls are MSE walls?



Are there any common problems you have observed on the MSE walls especially
regarding paneling, coping or connections?



Do you have procedures or standards in your state for detailing MSE walls? If yes, can
you provide a web link or direction to acquire your standard and specification data?



Has your state DOT conducted and observed performance issues in your retaining wall
systems that are attributed to dynamic or seismic load effects? If yes, have they been
documented, and can you provide us a link to or the actual documentation?



Has your state DOT studied dynamic or seismic effects on MSE walls? If yes, have
they been documented, and can you provide us a link to or the actual documentation?

Forty departments (80%) completed the survey. Of the responding DOTs, thirty-nine
(98% or the responding) maintain MSE walls in their states. This is another indication of the ease
of constructability and cost effectiveness of MSE walls as seen by Tatsuoka et al [6]. Twentynine (73% of the responding) use the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications currently.
Of those that do not use the AASHTO code, most are moving to implement this code within
approximately one year. Eighteen (45% of the responding) of the state DOTs design their walls
for seismic loads. Two (5% of the responding) have performed seismic research to improve
retaining wall designs. This section summarizes the received responses. It is important to note
that the issues of MSE wall detailing associated with the facing connections, corner joints, and
ends of walls under the more stringent seismic loadings mandated by the 2007 AASHTO LRFD
specifications have not yet been studied by other state departments of transportation. The
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AASHTO LRFD specifications present design guidelines for soil reinforcement to facing
connections but do not account for seismic loading.

3.1 MSE Wall Numbers and Observed Problems
The number of MSE walls maintained in each state ranges from 0 to over 1,500. The
percentage of MSE retaining walls compared to the total number of retaining walls range from
0% to 100%. Most states are moving towards using more MSE walls due to their low cost and
high effectiveness.
The most commonly reported problems regarding MSE wall connections and coping
involve differential settlement along the wall and drainage issues. Differential settlement causes
the connections to rotate, be smashed together, or be pulled apart. Drainage issues have resulted
in vegetation growing in the gaps between components. The second most commonly reported
issue involves inefficient construction work. Contractors sometimes over-compact the fill close
to the panels, resulting in a bulging of the walls. The fill close to the panels must be compacted
lightly using hand-held compactors in no more than three passes. Contractors also sometimes
place fill in higher than specified lifts, resulting in incomplete compaction. Poorly glued filter
fabric over joints as well as panel misalignment has caused leaking. In addition, corrosion of
metallic strips and joints was reported as an issue. There have also been concerns of the effect of
truck impact on the walls.

3.2 Current State DOT Codes and Design Guidelines
The eleven states that do not currently use the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specification also do not design their walls for seismic loads. Nine of the states that do use the
AASHTO LRFD specification do not design for seismic loads because of their low seismicity
zone. Only a few states that take into account seismic loads have elaborated on or have changed
the AASHTO LRFD bridge design specifications to be more conservative. These changes
however, do not address connections specifically.
The state of Arizona requires 75 percent of the factor of safety value (1.5 for sliding, 2.0
for overturning, 1.5 for compound stability, and 1.5 for pullout) to be used when performing
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seismic analysis [47]. California includes a conventional pseudostatic analysis in MSE wall
design but does not utilize internal seismic loading considerations [48]. The state of Idaho has
wall height restrictions that apply in higher seismic zones [49]. South Carolina DOT uses the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design specification for internal stability except all accelerations
coefficients used are determined using wave scattering effects. The external stability is
determined using their own procedure with increased load factors and different acceleration
values [50]. The Washington DOT uses the K-stiffness method [51] to perform the static portion
of the internal stability analysis. The K-stiffness method is used in conjunction with AASHTO
LRFD Specification sections 11.10.7.2 and 11.10.7.3. The seismic load resulting from the
inertial force of the wall active zone within the reinforced soil mass, Tmd , from AASHTO is
added to Tmax found from the K-Stiffness method. The load resistance factors can then be found
in table 15-6 [52].
The Oregon DOT designs MSE walls in accordance with the AASHTO LRFD
specifications except for a few minor changes noted in the ODOT Geotechnical Design Manual.
If the Mononobe-Okabe method is applicable to the MSE wall to be designed, then Kh will be
determined by Eq. C11.6.5-1 of the AASHTO LRFD specification if applicable:
.

(3-1)

0.74
where

is the earthquake acceleration coefficient and

is the lateral wall displacement. The

lateral wall displacement is equal to 2 inches, or Kh will be equal to the peak seismic ground
acceleration coefficient modified by short-period site factor in accordance with AASHTO LRFD
Article 3.10.3.2. Next, the maximum earthquake acceleration coefficient,

, is determined

using Kh . If Kh is greater than 0.45g, then Am is set equal to Kh . This value is then used to
determine the total seismic active lateral thrust Eae using the Mononobe-Okabe method
(Equations 2-4 and 2-5). From this, the dynamic horizontal thrust Pae can be calculated by taking
the difference of Eae and Pa . If it is determined that the Mononobe-Okabe method is not
applicable, external stability seismic analyses using the General Limit Equilibrium (GLE)
method in accordance with FHWA (2009) are performed. The seismic internal stability analysis
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is in accordance with AASHTO LRFD specification Article 11.10.7.2 except the maximum
earthquake acceleration Am will not be reduced for wall movement [53].

3.3 Seismic Effects Studied and Research Performed
None of the responding states have reported performance issues with their MSE wall
systems that are attributed to dynamic or seismic load effects. This may be attributed to the fact
that significant earthquakes in the United States are not very common, and MSE walls are not
specifically checked before and after seismic events. Only two states (California and
Washington) have performed seismic research on structures similar to MSE walls.
Caltrans sponsored an experimental study on a full sized soundwall mounted on top of a
concrete stem wall, called type 1SW using the University of California, San Diego shake table to
perform this research. Caltrans has also sponsored funded studies on the behavior of soil nail
wall facings and nails under increased loading. These studies have shown that nail load and
facing capacity are primarily influenced by facing panel thickness, bearing plate size, and soil
stiffness, while nail spacing and reinforcement ratios contribute to deformations [55]. Research is
also being carried out that includes field investigations using new technologies to assess
corrosion of modern metal-reinforcement systems. With these data, it is expected to improve the
predictive capabilities of existing computational models for corrosion potential, metal loss, and
service life of metal-reinforced systems and to incorporate this into the LRFD method for design.
This report has been published as NCHRP 675 “LRFD Metal Loss and Service-Life Strength
Reduction Factors for Metal-Reinforced Systems.”
The Washington DOT has a current national pooled fund study on MSE walls which
includes investigation of seismic design. This report should be completed in 2012. This research
involves the investigation of MSE wall strength and deformation using the K stiffness method.
They are investigating if they can extend this method to apply to marginal quality backfill
material and full-scale field walls. The walls will be monitored for validation. This method may
eventually be incorporated into the AASHTO specifications. They are also looking into LRFD
procedures for geotechnical seismic design. This project has been proposed to develop a
framework for computing load and resistance factors for the seismic design of geotechnical
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elements for transportation infrastructure. The current loads do not use LRFD and therefore are
overly conservative [56].
In addition to these initiatives undertaken by individual state DOTs, the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), Chile’s Ministry of Public Works (MOP), University Transportation
Center, Washington State Department of Transportation, University of Nevada, and Missouri
University of Science and Technology all worked together to organize the transportation
infrastructure reconnaissance team (TIRT) in order to observe the damages to transportation
infrastructure caused by the February 27, 2010 earthquake located offshore of Maule, Chile. Two
different types of MSE walls were observed at eight different sites. The MSE wall types
consisted of either precast segmental panels with metallic reinforcement or modular blocks with
geosynthetic reinforcement. All of the MSE walls performed very well except for at three of the
sites.
At the first site, one particular modular block wall was built such that the top three blocks
of the wall were not supported by backfill. These blocks were put in place to hide a surface water
drainage ditch. Because these blocks were supported by only their own self-weight and the
frictional connection system, they toppled off of the wall due to the horizontal earthquake
acceleration. This failure mode is one of particular concern to CDOT and is examined in the
finite element studies described in later chapters.
At the second site, three different full-height segmental panel walls were damaged at joint
and corner details. Two of the walls experienced separation of a full height joint due to a rotation
that caused the backfill to push and spill outwards. The cause of this may have been either
inadequate soil reinforcement embedment length or poor placement and compaction of fill due to
the tight geometries at the joint. The third wall at this site was the most severely damaged of the
three and showed signs of sliding and rotation. It was speculated that this may have occurred due
to liquefaction of the sand beneath the wall.
The third site with seismically induced damage involved modular block MSE walls.
These walls experienced severe cracking of the facing blocks and an outward lateral deformation
of approximately 4 inches. The height of these walls, 33 ft, combined with a tight corner radius
has difficulty in resisting seismic loading. This cracking was caused by a shear band as seen in
Figure 3.1 [54].
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4.0 COLORADO SEISMIC MOTIONS
In the original solicitation, CDOT requested that real ground motions recorded in the
state of Colorado be used in this study. After an extensive search of the Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) database using the program JWEED and discussions with
multiple officials in the Golden branch of the USGS, it was determined that all there exist no
seismic motion recordings in Colorado with sufficient intensity to meet the objectives of this
project. Although earthquakes up to an estimated magnitude of 6.6 on the Richter scale have
occurred in Colorado, these larger earthquakes occurred before the time of recording stations in
Colorado. The largest acceleration found in the IRIS database for Colorado has a PGA of
0.0003

from an earthquake of magnitude 3.7 recorded by a station 50 miles away from its

epicenter; this PGA is so small as to be indistinguishable from signal noise. Therefore, due to the
lack of recorded information in Colorado, it was decided that stochastic seismograms, as well as
recorded earthquakes from other states (California and Illinois), and motions created using the
natural frequencies of the walls would be used instead.

4.1 Stochastic Seismograms
Stochastic seismograms are often used to approximate ground motions in areas where no
records are available. The simulation of stochastic seismograms is referred to as the “stochastic
method” [57]. This method uses random phase spectrum modifiers such that the motion is
distributed over a duration related to the most hazardous earthquake magnitude and to distance
from the source. This method uses source, path, and site parameters in functional forms to
predict these ground motions and is commonly used by engineers because it is particularly useful
for simulating higher-frequency ground motions [57].
For this study, the USGS 2002 Interactive Deaggregation tool was used to create three
different mean stochastic seismograms from Colorado sites using a target 1,000-year return
period Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA). These stochastic seismograms are the best estimate of
horizontal Colorado ground motions available that incorporate the frequencies of Colorado site
conditions. The sites selected include: (1) the maximum PGA site (see Figure A-1 of Appendix
A), with coordinates 38.2 N 107.5 W; (2) a transition from the mountains to the plains of
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Table 4-1: Site classsifications [5
58]

Figure 4-2
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o site, respecctively. The frequency spectra
s
for eeach of these seismograams are show
wn in
Figures 4.6-4.8. Th
he accelerattion vs.

tiime graphs are numerrically integgrated to oobtain

displacem
ment vs. tim
me graphs as shown in Figures
F
4.9-44.11. Ultimaately these ddisplacementts are
applied as
a prescribeed, time-vary
ying forcing
g conditionss to the MS
SE wall moddels used inn this
study.

Figure 4-3:: Stochastic seismogram
m acceleratiions from m
maximum PGA site
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Figuree 4-4: Stoch
hastic seismo
ogram accelerations frrom mountaain to plain ttransition site

Figure
F
4-5: Stochastic seismogram
s
m acceleratioons from Eaastern Colorrado site
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Figure 4-6: Frequency
y spectrum for max PG
GA site stoch
hastic seism
mogram

Figure 4-7: Frrequency sp
pectrum forr mountain tto plain traansition site stochastic
seiismogram
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Fig
gure 4-8: Freequency speectrum for Eastern
E
Collorado site sstochastic seismogram

Figure
F
4-9: Maximum
M
PGA
P
site dissplacementss vs. time
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Figure 4-10:
4
Mounttain to plain
n transition site displaccements vs. time

Fig
gure 4-11: Eastern
E
Colorado site d
displacemen
nts vs. time
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4.2 Reeal Earthq
quake Mottions Appllied
Since stochasstic seismogrrams are an estimate of gground motiions, real reccorded horizzontal
ke motions from Illinoiis and Califfornia were additionallyy applied to represent aactual
earthquak
earthquak
ke loading conditions,
c
albeit
a
more extreme
e
thann those to bbe expected iin Colorado. On
April 18,, 2008 a 5.2
2 magnitude earthquake occurred in southeasterrn Illinois annd was pickeed up
by severral recording
g stations, one
o of which
h was only 9.7 km awaay. It was rrecommendeed by
USGS officials that this motion
n be used because
b
the motion is rrepresentativve of what ccould
happen in
i Colorado
o, and the frequency
f
co
ontent of thhis earthquaake is similaar to the naatural
frequencies of the model MSE
E walls being used in this study.. The accelleration vs. time
F
4.12. The benchhmark El C
Centro, Califfornia
seismogrram of this motion is shown in Figure
earthquak
ke is also used
u
for thiss study. On May 18, 1 940 a magnnitude 7.1 eearthquake sstruck
Imperial Valley in El
E Centro, Caalifornia. Th
his earthquakke is knownn as the El C
Centro earthqquake
and is commonly used becausee of the am
mount of reccorded data for this seiismic event.. The
accelerattion vs. timee seismograam is shown
n in Figure 4.13. Only the first 100 seconds off this
record was
w used in order to deccrease modeel run times . The first 110 seconds of the El C
Centro
earthquak
ke acceleratiion vs. time plot is show
wn in Figure 4.14.

Figurre 4-12: Illin
nois earthqu
uake record
ded acceleraations vs. tim
me
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Figure 4--13: Full El Centro eartthquake accceleration vvs. time recoording

Figure 4-14: First 10 seconds of the El Ceentro earthq
quake recorrded accelerrations vs. ttime
history
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The frequency
y spectra for both the Illlinois earthqquake and thhe first 10 sseconds of thhe El
Centro eaarthquake arre shown in Figures
F
4.15
5 and 4.16.

Figurre 4-15: Illin
nois recorded earthquaake frequen
ncy spectrum
m

Figure 4-16
6: First 10 seconds of El
E Centro eaarthquake frrequency sp
pectrum
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The
T displacem
ments calcullated from nu
umerical inteegration of tthe recordedd accelerationns
are show
wn in Figuress 4.17 and 4.18. These were
w ultimateely applied too the MSE w
wall models iin
this study
y.

Fiigure 4-17: Illinois
I
reco
orded earthquake displlacements

Figure 4-18:
4
First 10
1 seconds of
o El Centroo earthquak
ke displacem
ments
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4.3 Motions Created with Natural Frequency of the 30 Foot MSE Walls
In addition to these seismic motions applied to the bases of the MSE wall models,
synthetic motions were generated for the 30’ walls to examine the effects of resonance on the
structures. The motivation for these additional input motions is that excitation comprised of
frequencies around and at the first natural frequency of the systems will result in the most
extreme dynamic displacement response. The excitation of the MSE walls at their resonant
frequency thus allows us to observe potentially the “worst case scenario.” These additional
studies were performed for the 30 foot tall walls only for illustrative purposes; the same
procedures may be used for the 15 foot tall walls if desired; the resulting trends should be the
same.
With a maximum design acceleration, an earthquake motion can be synthetically
generated using the computational algorithm previously created by Andrés G. Lastra Núñez [60].
In this algorithm, the natural frequency of the MSE wall (0.28 seconds, as will be discussed
further in Chapter 7) as well as a maximum amplitude of earthquake motion (0.22g as previously
described) can be used to generate a resonant earthquake specific to the structure. Random
numbers are generated and then multiplied by ten different percentages of the natural frequency.
These are then used as the amplitude in the equation Asin(Ωt), where A is the amplitude, Ω is the
natural frequency and t is the time. In order to reduce run times, only the first 10 seconds of the
motion were used. These shorter motions are sufficient to apply to the models in order to observe
deformations due to the fact that they create the worst case scenario of resonance. These motions
were applied to the 30 ft high wall models used in this study. Figure 4.19 shows the displacement
applied to the 30 ft wall models using the motion created from the natural frequencies of the
wall.
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Figu
ure 4-19: Na
atural frequ
uency motioon applied too 30 ft wallss
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5.0
0 LS-DY
YNA VAL
LIDATIO
ON AND
D EXPER
RIMENT
TATION
The
T
dynamicc finite eleement progrram LS-Dyyna is usedd in this sttudy to obbserve
displacem
ments and in
nterface stressses in conn
nections and ends of wallls of MSE w
wall modelss with
the earthq
quake loadin
ngs selected in the previo
ous chapter. In order to validate the understandiing of
the usag
ge of this program,
p
sim
mple system
ms that cann be verifieed with alteernative anaalysis
techniquees were mod
deled.
In
n order to make
m
a rough
h validation of the progrram’s calcullated displaccements, a siimple
block mo
odel was created in LS-D
Dyna and sub
bjected to thhe El Centro earthquake accelerationn. The
first mod
de of this mo
odel is easily
y approximaated theoreticcally. A single degree oof freedom m
model
with natu
ural frequency equal to that of the first mode oof the block model was also createdd and
was solveed computattionally usin
ng Newmark’s method off constant accceleration. T
The simple bblock
model crreated in LS--Dyna consiisted of 125 solid elemeents that madde up a 1m x 1m x 1m bblock
made of an elastic material
m
with
h a Young’ss modulus oof 70,000 Paa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.33, and
mass den
nsity of 2,700

. This block
b
has alll nodes fixedd at the bottoom and is suubjected to tthe El

Centro earthquake motion
m
globaally in the ho
orizontal dirrection. The horizontal ddisplacemennts, as
seen in Figure
F
5.1, were
w measureed from a corrner node lo cated at the top of the bllock.

acement resp
ponse of thee top of a 1m
m x 1m x1m
m block subjjected to thee El
Figure 5-1: Displa
Cen
ntro seismic motion usin
ng LS-Dynaa
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Using
U
Hookee’s Law for shearing sttress and strrain, the stifffness of thiis block to shear
deformattion is calculated as pressented in Eq
quations 5-1 to 5-3. Hoooke’s Law foor shearing sstress
and strain
n is

(5-1)
Where

is the sheear stress accross the top
p of an elem
ment shown in Figure 5..2,

modulus of the elemeent, and

is the shear

is the angle of deformattion shown iin Figure 5.22.

Figure 5-2:: Shearing stress
s
and sttrain deform
mations
The
T shear mo
odulus is calcculated as
(5-2)

2 1
Where

is Young’s modulus an
nd

is Poissson’s ratio off the block m
material usedd in the LS-Dyna

model. This
T
results in a shear modulus
m
of 26,923
2
Pa. T
The angle
expressed
d as

, for smaall strains, caan be

. Sh
hear stress can
c also be written as fforce over a cross sectiional area oor

.

Substitutting these ex
xpressions in
nto Equation 5-1 and solvving for the force yields the followinng:
2
Where

(5-3)

is the defo
formation at mid-height, which is the center of m
mass of the block. Whenn this

equation is compareed to Hooke’s law of ellasticity, shoown in Equation 5-4, itt is seen thaat the
p Equationn 5-5.
stiffness of this systeem can be caalculated as per
(5-4)
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2
(5-5)
Using a shear modulus of 26,923 Pa, a cross sectional area of 1 m , and a height of 1 m,
the stiffness is calculated to be 53846 / . The mass of this simple block system was also
calculated as per Equation 5-6.
(5-6)

where

is the mass density of the system, 2,700

/

, and

is the volume of the system, 1

. This gives a total mass of 2,700 kg.
Using this calculated mass and stiffness, a single degree of freedom system displacement
response analysis was performed. Even though the LS-Dyna simple block model is a multidegree of freedom system and the shear block analysis is a single degree of freedom system, the
LS-Dyna block system can be effectively approximated as a single degree of freedom system
vibrating in its first shear mode. This analysis was done using Newmark’s method [e.g., 60] to
calculate the displacement response at every time step. The output for both the LS-Dyna simple
bock system and the shear block analysis using Newmark are shown in Figure 5.3. The
agreement of these two separate analysis procedures on a similar system indicates that the
assignment of a prescribed time-varying displacement motion is being performed correctly in
LS-Dyna.
The small differences between the two models are attributed to the facts that (a) the first
mode stiffness of the block was calculated on the assumption that the block is subjected to
simple shear, which is a reasonable but not exact approximation, and (b) the other modes of the
block have a small, but not entirely negligent, effect in its response.
Next, a modal analysis validation was performed on a simple steel cantilever column
fixed at its base (Figure 5.4) to verify that modal analysis techniques were being correctly
implemented. The first two modes were computed by LS-Dyna and matched up reasonably well
with the exact closed-form analytical solutions as given by Chopra [61]. Figure 5.4 shows the
steel cantilever beam in the second mode.
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Figure 5-3:
5 Respon
nse of a singlle degree off freedom syystem usingg same stiffn
ness and maass of
the LS-Dyna
L
sim
mple block analysis
a
from El Centr o seismic m
motion usingg Newmark’’s
Method co
ompared to LS-Dyna
L
sim
mple block model.

Figure 5-4
4: Cantileveer modal an
nalysis in LS
S-Dyna
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The beam was designed with a cross-sectional area of .04 m , length of 2 m, density of
7850

/

, Young’s modulus of 2 x 10 Pa, and moment of inertia of 1.3 x 10

m . Given

these parameters, the mass per unit length of the system can be calculated as:

mb  ρA = 314

kg
m

(5-7)

Using this mass, the first and second frequencies of the system can be calculated as:

ω1 

3.516 EI
rad
 252.9
2
L
mb
s

(5-8)

ω2 

22.03 EI
rad
 1585
2
L
mb
s

(5-9)

To convert these circular frequencies back to frequencies:
2

2

40.3Hz

(5-10)

252.2Hz

(5-11)

The first two frequencies of this problem, simulated with 3-D blocks, were calculated by
LS-Dyna as 40.8 Hz and 244.4 Hz which are reasonably close to the exact frequencies calculated
above.
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6.0 MSE WALL MODELS
Based on the shop drawings provided by CDOT, it was determined that the most
common characteristics of the multiple types of MSE walls built in Colorado would be
incorporated in the MSE wall finite element models for testing. Full height panel walls are rarely
used because of the difficulty in building them. The two most common types of MSE walls are
panel walls and modular block walls. Two basic models of each of these types of walls were
built for this study, a 15 foot high wall and a 30 foot high wall. These walls are modeled with
geogrid reinforcement. The selection of geogrid reinforcement was made based upon an on-site
discussion on May 5, 2010 with CDOT personnel during the construction of the Shaffer’s
Crossing MSE wall, where it was noted to be one of the most commonly used types of MSE
reinforcement in Colorado.

6.1 Segmental Panel Wall Geometry and Materials
The 15 foot high segmental panel wall model was based on the shop drawing provided by
CDOT listed in Appendix C, Figures C - 2 and C - 3. This wall was built mostly of CDOT type
A panels. These panels are 0.5 feet thick, 5 feet high and 9 feet long (Appendix C, Figure C - 1).
The reinforcement is attached to the back of these panels at two places: 12 in and 48 in above the
bottom edge. The 15 foot constructed model consists of 3 panels in the vertical direction for the
main wall and 12 panels in the horizontal direction. This makes the main wall a total of 108 ft
long and 15 ft high. The main wall is flanked on either side by two wing walls. The wing walls
form a 30 degree angle with respect to the main wall (Figure 6.1). The wing walls consist of 2
full type-A panels vertically and 3 panels horizontally making either wing wall 27 ft long. Three
panels with sloping top edges are connected at the top starting at a height of 15 ft and tapering to
an end height of 12 ft (Figure 6.1). The panel elements are comprised of shell elements that are
free to rotate at the segmental panel connections. The different colors of the models do not
indicate different material properties but are used to differentiate between each wing wall and
main wall.
The reinforcement for the panel model extends 19 feet into the soil and is connected as
one solid sheet extending from the wing walls to the main wall. The top reinforcement layer is
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only con
nnected to th
he main wall due to the sloping natture of the w
wing walls ((Figure 6.2). The
reinforceement is mod
deled using shell elemeents as well. The differrent colors hhere again ddo not
indicate differences
d
in
i material properties
p
bu
ut show the top reinforccement layerr in contrastt with
the otherr layers that are
a attached to the wing walls.

Figure
F
6-1: Front view of segmenttal panel waall model

Figure 6--2: Top view
w of reinforcement for segmental p
panel wall m
model
The
T model filll is built of solid elemen
nts and matcches the heigght of the w
wall. It extendds for
approxim
mately 30 feeet in depth. The
T soil messh for the pannel wall can be seen in F
Figure 6.3.

Figure 6-3: Segmental
S
panel
p
wall m
model, isomeetric view
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The
T same geo
ometry is app
plied to the 30
3 foot wall model exceept that the hheight of the wall
is doubleed. The soil, geogrid and
d length of th
he wall are thhe same as thhe 15 foot high wall as sseen
in Figuree 6.4. See Ap
ppendix D fo
or connection
n and constrruction detaiils.

Figure 6-4: 30 foott wall modell isotropic vview

A layer of solid
s
elemen
nts is added
d to the bacck side of tthe soil thaat is made oof an
orthotrop
pic elastic material.
m
This material is stiffer in thee z (vertical)) direction thhan in the x aand y
(horizonttal) direction
ns. These so
oil elementss are only aadded for thhe modal annalysis to prevent
unrealistiic vertical deformation
d
modal shaapes. These elements aare 12 inchees thick.

T
These

elements are not inclluded in the time analysses. A row oof solid elem
ments is addeed to the froont of
the wall at the toe for
f the earth
hquake analy
ysis. These solid elemeents represennt the fill thhat is
required in front of the
t base of th
he wall facin
ng panels. T
These elemennts are two ffeet in heighht and
one foot deep.
Table
T
6-1 sho
ows the matterial properrties used foor each mateerial for all w
wall models. The
material properties of
o concrete were
w
taken to have a unnit weight off 150
density of
o 2.27 10

⋅

/

/

[62] or a mass

. Young’ss modulus annd Poisson’ss ratio wheree also taken from

Engineerringtoolbox.ccom [62]. The
T reinforccement is m
made from H
High Densitty Polypropyylene
(HDPE) these materrial propertiies where ob
btained from
m Wikipedia [64], Enggineering tooolbox
[62], and
d the Marlex engineering
g properties for
f HDPE [665]. The soiil properties were found from
geotechn
nicalinfo.com
m [66] using
g a dense saand. The dennsities for thhe HDPE aand soil materials
were calcculated the same
s
way as the concretee density.
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Table 6-1: Elastic material properties
Density
⋅ /

Young’s Modulus
(psi)

Poisson’s Ratio

Concrete

2.27 10

3.99 10

0.2

Reinforcement
(HDPE)

8.85 10

1.16 10

0.4

Soil

1.95 10

1.39 10

0.3

The orthotropic elastic material properties are based on the elastic soil properties except
that the modulus of elasticity is made to be 6 times stiffer in the Z direction giving a modulus of
elasticity of 83,400 psi. For orthotropic elastic elements the material properties must satisfy the
relation:
(6-1)

where

is the Poisson’s ratio for the Y,

Young’s modulus for the Z direction and

is the Poisson’s ratio for the Z direction,

is

is Poisson’s ratio for the Z direction. This results a

Poisson’s ratio of about 0.05 in the Z direction. The shear modulus of elasticity can also be
calculated for each direction’s elasticity by Equation 5-2, which results in a shear modulus of
5,346 psi in the X and Y directions and 39,714 psi in the Z direction.

6.2 Modular Block Wall Geometry
The main difference between the modular block wall and the panel wall is that the finite
element model of the modular block wall is comprised of solid elements instead of shell
elements such that no-penetration, compression only contacts are enforced at the between the top
rows of the modular block layers. The modular block wall is built of blocks that are 8 in high, 18
in wide, and 11 in deep. The main wall is 23 blocks high, and 72 blocks in length giving it a total
height of 15.3 ft and total length of 108 ft. The wing walls still angle into the soil at 30 degrees.
These walls taper down to 2 ft on each end with a total length of 30 ft. The reinforcement is
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placed ev
very 2 block
ks or 16 in. The
T soil and orthotropic elements haave also beenn rebuilt to ffit the
geometry
y of the wall (Figure 6-4).

Figure 6-5:
6 Modula
ar block walll isometric view
The
T reinforceement is layered so that it shortens with the geometry of thhe wall show
wn in
Figure 6..6. The reinfforcement ex
xtends 17 feet into the ffill as seen fr
from the shopp drawings listed
in Appen
ndix C, Figu
ure C - 4. Th
he modular block wall iis constructeed similarly to the panell wall
except th
hat between the top layeer of detacheed blocks annd the next layer of bloocks and bettween
the third row of bloccks and the rest
r of the wall
w the blockks are detachhed to obserrve a “chatteering”
effect. Fiigure 6.7 sho
ows the placees in which blocks
b
weree detached.

Figure
F
6-6: Modular
M
bllock wall vieew of reinfoorcement
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Figure
F
6-7: Showing free edges of modular bllock wall
The
T 15 foot modular blo
ock wall waas doubled iin height too create the 30 foot moodular
block waall seen in Figure 6.8. Again,
A
the reiinforcementt, soil and w
wall lengths aare the samee. See
Appendix
x D for conn
nection and construction
c
n details.

Figure
F
6-8: 30 foot mod
dular block
k wall isotropic view

6.3 Lo
oading and
d Boundarry Conditiions
The
T boundary
y conditions for these models are appplied to all nnodes that arre in contactt with
the groun
nd. These nodes
n
have all
a rotationss constrainedd as well ass translationn in the Y aand Z
direction
ns. The nextt boundary condition
c
ap
pplied is the non-reflectiing boundaryy condition. This
is applied
d to all nodees that repreesent a fictitiious boundaary of a soil that extendss infinitely iin the
horizontaal direction.. This optio
on prevents artificial rreflection off waves baack into thee soil
everywheere that theree is an infiniite boundary
y.
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For all models, gravity is applied linearly over a period of two seconds before the
earthquake displacements are applied. This allows for the model to come to rest from gravity
loading before the earthquake displacements are applied. The earthquake displacements are
applied to the back and bottom of the earthquake model.
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7.0 RESULT
R
S AND A
ANALYS
SIS
7.1 Reesults for 15
1 Foot Hiigh Walls
7.1.1 Mo
odal Analyssis Results
Modal
M
analysses were perrformed on the 15 foot high panel and modulaar block waalls in
order to determine
d
th
he natural peeriod of the wall
w structurres and the fiirst three moode shapes. T
These
analyses were also performed in order to dettermine whaat mode shappe is most doominant for MSE
uctures. For the
t panel waall, the frequ
uency for thhe first modee is calculatted to be 7.558 Hz
wall stru
which giives a naturral period off 0.13 s and
d a circularr natural freequency of 447.6

/ . The

natural period
p
and ciircular naturral frequency
y of the 15 ffoot panel w
wall for all thhree mode shhapes
are listed
d in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1: Modal an
nalysis resu
ults for segm
mental panell wall

mode 1
mode 2
mode 3

Natural Perriod
(s)
0.132
0.127
0.121

Nattural Frequeency
(
/ )
47.6
49.6
52.0

The
T first mod
de causes th
he structure to
t bow in annd out as seeen in the top view of F
Figure
7.1. Figu
ures 7.1-7.3 are
a all top views of the MSE
M wall m
models wherre the facing units are loocated
in the mo
ost positive X direction.

Figu
ure 7-1: Mod
de shape 1 of
o the 15 fooot segmentaal panel walll
The
T second mode
m
shape creates
c
a wav
ve in which the two walll joints swinng back and forth
as see in Figure 7.2.
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Figure
F
7-2: Mode shape 2 of the seegmental paanel wall
In
n the third mode
m
shape, the wall sways back annd forth withh respect to tthe y axis innstead
of the x axis
a as seen in Figure 7.3
3 and Figuree 7.4.

Figure 7-3
3: Mode sha
ape 3 of the 15 foot pan
nel wall

ode 3 of 15 ffoot segmen
ntal panel w
wall
Figuree 7-4: Frontt view of mo
The
T mode sh
hapes and modal
m
frequeencies of thhe 15 foot m
modular blocck wall are very
similar to
o those of th
he 15 foot paanel wall. Th
hese naturall periods andd circular naatural frequeencies
are listed
d in Table 7--2. The mode shapes aree the same ass the15 foott panel wall and are show
wn in
Figures 7.5-7.7.
7
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nalysis resu
ults for 15 fo
oot modularr block wall
Table 7-2: Modal an

mode 1
mode 2
mode 3

Natural Perriod
(s)
0.133
0.126
0.118

Naturral Frequenccy (

)

47.4
49.8
53.2

Figure 7-5: Mode
M
shape 1 of 15 foott modular b
block wall

Figure 7-6: Mode
M
shape 2 of 15 foott modular b
block wall

The
T proximity
y of magnitu
udes betweeen the first, ssecond, and third naturall frequenciess was
independ
dently verifiied using th
hick plate element moodel of thiss wall usinng the strucctural
engineeriing softwaree RISA-3D. The platee elements iin Risa-3D were madee with the same
dimensio
ons as the co
oncrete paneel wall and were
w
given a thickness of 30 ft to simulate thee soil
geometry
y from LS-D
Dyna. The Risa-3D
R
analysis was callculated to hhave a slighttly lesser voolume
than LS-Dyna. Sincee the volumees from LS-D
Dyna and Riisa-3D are nnot exactly thhe same, Rissa-3D
showed slightly
s
high
her frequenciies as seen in
n Table 7-3.
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Figure 7-7: Mode
M
shape 3 of 15 foott modular b
block wall

Table 7-3: Modal an
nalysis of ju
ust soil elem
ments
Mode
M
Shape

LS-Dynaa Circular
Frequenccies

R
Risa 3-D Circcular
Frrequencies

1

38
8.9

39.1

2

39
9.7

41.1

3

41
1.6

44.5

4

44
4.3

47.2

5

45
5.7

49.7

Both
B
analyses show thatt the first fiv
ve mode shaape frequenncies are verry close togeether.
This is due
d to the faact that both of these programs moddel three dim
mensional annalyses. Thee first
mode shaapes of the system are all derived from the sw
waying motioon of the wall soil struccture.
This mottion is carrieed to differen
nt locations of
o the wall aand occurs inn different ddirections to m
make
the next five frequen
ncies. This is
i why the frequencies
f
are so closee together. M
Most importtantly
however,, it is verified with the RISA
R
3D anaalysis that thhe first few m
modes exhibiit unusually close
proximity
y to their maagnitude. This is attribu
uted to the fa
fact that the hhigher modees of deform
mation
do not occcur along th
he length off the cantilev
ver structuree, but, insteaad they occuur along its ccrosssectionall width.
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Bathurst and Hatami [67] showed that the natural frequency in Hz of an MSE wall can be
modeled as a two-dimensional, linear elastic medium of width

and height

contained by two

rigid vertical boundaries and a rigid base and subjected to horizontal base excitation given by
Equation 7-1 [68].
1
4

2

1

(7-1)

1

Using a height of 176 in and a width of 360 in and the same material properties listed previously,
this gives a natural frequency of 9.78 Hz or 61.5

. Although this only models a two-

dimensional wall, it is still close to the frequencies calculated from LS-Dyna. Richardson and
Lee proposed that the fundamental period,

, of MSE walls constructed with steel strip

reinforcement can be estimated empirically using Equation 7-2 [69].
0.020
where

0.033

is the height of the wall in meters and

(7-2)

gives you the natural period of the wall in

seconds. Converting the height of the current study’s MSE wall model to meters and multiplying
0.13

by 0.03 gives the result of

which matches what was found by LS-Dyna. The

fundamental frequency of the MSE walls studied by Hatami and Bathurst were found to have
frequencies of 32.0 to 52.2

/

using this relationship. The possible explanation for the

difference in predicted fundamental frequencies using Equation 7-1 and 7-2 is that the empirical
relationship by Richardson and Lee is applicable to walls retaining a relatively narrow soil
volume beyond the reinforced zone [69]. The Richardson and Lee assumption is similar to the
way the 15 foot wall models are built in this study but does not apply to the 30 foot wall models.
7.1.2 Earthquake Analysis Results of the 15 Foot Segmental Panel Wall
To demonstrate that the no-penetration contacts are being appropriately implemented
between the 15 foot segmental panel shell elements and the soil solid elements, the relative
displacements between the shell elements and the soil at a point in the middle of the wall are
presented in Figures 7.8-7.12 for each earthquake loading case. These graphs show the x
displacement of a node on the wall minus the x displacement of the closest node on the soil
mesh. Because these numbers are mostly positive, they show that there are no penetrations and
therefore the contact sets are working correctly in that they allow the wall to move away from
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the soil elements bu
ut do not allow penetraation. Slight error is obbserved becaause a maxiimum
t stiffness calculation ffor the contaacts [70].
penetration is allowed based on the
In
n Figures 7.8
8-7.12, it is seen that th
he Illinois eaarthquake pllot (Figure 77.11) shows more
relative movement
m
th
han the stoch
hastic earthq
quakes betw
ween the walll and the sooil because, w
while
these earrthquakes haave approxim
mately the same
s
peak aacceleration, the peak accceleration oof the
Illinois earthquake
e
occurs around
d the naturall frequency of the wall sstructure as seen from F
Figure
4.16 and
d Table 7-2. The El Cen
ntro earthquaake has a peeak acceleraation that is twice as larrge as
these oth
her four earth
hquakes and
d therefore causes
c
the laargest displaacements.

N
Nevertheless, the

largest caalculated sep
paration is 0.0035 inchess.

7 Relativee x displacem
ment betweeen 15 foot ssegmental p
panel wall an
nd soil nodees for
Figure 7-8:
ma
ax PGA site
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Figure 7-9:
7 Relativee x displacem
ment betweeen 15 foot ssegmental p
panel wall an
nd soil nodees for
mountain
m
to plain transsition site

Figure 7-10: Relattive x displa
acement betw
ween 15 fooot segmentall panel walll and soil noodes
for Easteern Colorad
do site
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acement betw
ween 15 fooot segmentall panel walll and soil noodes
Figure 7-11: Relattive x displa
for Illin
nois earthqu
uake

acement betw
ween 15 fooot segmentall panel walll and soil noodes
Figure 7-12: Relattive x displa
for El Ceentro earthq
quake
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The
T displacem
ments of a node at the bo
ottom of thee wall, the m
middle of the wall, and thhe top
of the wall
w are show
wn in Figurees 7.13-7.17
7. The earthhquake displlacements arre applied tto the
models after
a
the firstt two second
ds of run tim
me. Gravity iis applied byy a slow ram
mp up in thee time
interval between
b
0 and
a 1 secon
nds. In the time
t
intervaal between 1 and 2 secconds, no fuurther
loading is
i applied, th
he gravity lo
oading is maiintained connstant, and aall dynamic lloads are allowed
to dissipaate, before th
he earthquak
ke motion iss applied. Thhis explains the horizonttal displacem
ments
of the to
op and midd
dle nodes ob
bserved in Figures
F
7.133-7.17. As thhe gravity lload is appliied it
forces th
he soil to defform downw
wards and ou
utwards. Thee earthquakee motion is then observved to
cause furrther displacements on to
op of the dissplacement ccaused by thee gravity loaad. The El C
Centro
earthquak
ke (Figure 7.17)
7
causes much largeer displacem
ments due thee earthquakee loading rellative
to the grravity loadin
ng and therefore the gravity loadingg is not as vvisible on the x displaceement
graph.
Figures 7.13--7.17 show that the mid
ddle of the wall bulges out slightlyy as discusssed in
hani et.al. [11]. The 15
5 foot segmeental panel m
model wall cross-sectioon with enhaanced
Sabermah
deformattions is show
wn in Figure 7.18.

Figure 7-13: x disp
placement of nodes alon
ng height off 15 foot seggmental pan
nel wall for m
max
PGA
P
site
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Figurre 7-14: x displacementt of nodes along heightt of 15 foot ssegmental p
panel wall foor
mountain
m
to plain transsition site

Figurre 7-15: x displacementt of nodes along heightt of 15 foot ssegmental p
panel wall foor
Eastern
n Colorado site
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Figure 7-16: x disp
placement of nodes alon
ng height off 15 foot seggmental pan
nel wall for m
max
Illinoiis earthquak
ke

Figuree 7-17: x dissplacement of
o nodes alo
ong height oof 15 foot segmental panel wall forr El
Centrro earthquak
ke
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Figuree 7-18: 15 fo
oot segmental panel wa
all cross-secttion with magnified dissplacementss to
show bulging
b
of w
wall
Bulging
B
mod
des of failuree usually occcur in walls with more eextensible annd widely sppaced
reinforceement [11]. The
T panel wall
w was builtt to have lesss reinforcem
ment than found in a moodular
block waall and therefore shows slight
s
bulgin
ng where thee modular bllock wall dooes not. Althhough
the wall bulges,
b
it stiill shows defformations that
t are conssistent with tthe mode shapes found iin the
modal an
nalysis (Fig
gures 7.1-7.3
3) where the top of thhe wall has the most ddeformation from
swaying in shear. Siddharthan, et al. [14] showed thaat MSE wallls on a centtrifuge will have
similar deformations
d
s in that the middle willl bulge out. The top residual deform
mation relatiive to
the bottom was only about 4 mm
m or .16 in. with
w a maxim
mum acceleraation of 0.4778g [14].
The
T main co
oncerns with
h the segmen
ntal panel w
wall in this study are w
with stressess that
develop in the reinfo
orcement connections an
nd stresses tthat developp at the interrface of the main
and wing
g walls. Figu
ure 7.19 sho
ows the norm
mal stress

, plot for thhe reinforcem
ment in the ppanel

wall run with the El Centro earth
hquake with
h red locationns indicatingg highest tennsile stresses and
blue locaations indicaating largest compressive stresses. T
This plot reppresents the state where

is

maximum
m. The maxiimum stressees develop at
a the wall eddges. Figuree 7.20 showss the time hiistory
plot of

for the element that develops
d
thee highest strress. This ellement develops a maxiimum

stress of 78 psi at 5..8 seconds into the anallysis. It can be seen froom Figure 7..20 that 31 ppsi is
developeed due to grravity. Therrefore, 47 pssi is develooped in the reinforcemeent due to aactual
dynamic loading.
All
A four of th
he other earth
hquake motiions showedd maximum

in the middle of the main

wall on the
t second reinforcemen
nt layer and have their m
maximum strress results rreported in T
Table
7-4. If th
he maximum
m

found from the Ell Centro mootion analysis is multipllied by the cross

sectionall area per unit foot width
h of wall, it gives
g
a forcee of 234
71

/

or 3.4122

/ . Linng et.

al. [10], found tensille forces to be
b around 1.0

for a modular bloock wall witth half the hheight

and 4 reeinforcemen
nt layers ratther than 6 for the prresent studyy. Since thee wall heigght to
reinforceement ratio is
i less in thee analysis off Ling el al. [10], it is eexpected thatt the force w
would
be consid
derably less.

Figure 7-19: 15 foo
ot segmenta
al panel walll reinforcem
ment normaal x stress,
Centrro earthquak
ke

Figure 7-2
20: Time hisstory plot off maximum
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, in psi forr El

for El C
Centro earth
hquake

Figure 7.21 shows
s
the ellements at th
he interface of the left w
wing wall annd the main wall.
The plot shown is att the point where
w
the maaximum sheaar stress
psi at a time
t
of 3.3 seconds
s
for the El Centtro earthquakke.
plot of th
he element with
w the maxiimum

develops. T
This stress iss 188

Figure 7.22 showss the time hiistory

th
hat develops..

Figu
ure 7-21: 15 foot segmen
ntal panel wall
w main w
wall to wing w
wall joint foor El Centro
earthquake
in psi
Itt has been observed
o
thaat during seeismic eventts large streesses tend to develop aat the
corners of
o walls [54]]. For the seegmental pan
nel walls,

was seenn to be maximum in the joint

between the main waall and the wing
w
wall. Assuming
A
thee corner pannel can be appproximatedd as a
beam, th
he American
n Concrete Institute
I
(AC
CI) Equationn 11-3 [71] can be usedd to estimatte the
shear streength of con
ncrete:
2
where

(7-3)

is the specified compressive strengtth of concrette. This resuults in a sheaar strength off 126

psi, whicch is larger th
han the deveeloped stressses calculatedd in the anallyses of the ssegmental paanel
walls, wiith the excep
ption of the El
E Centro loaading. How
wever, even inn that case, hhigher stressses
were dev
veloped locallly, while Eq
quation (7.3)) is meant too represent ann average crross-sectionaal
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strength. It is seen frrom physicall examples of
o MSE wallls that failurees usually occcur at slip joints
g. [7] and [54
4]) this is bey
yond the scoope of this sttudy.
added to the wall (eg

.
7
Time history
h
plot for 15 foot segmental p
panel wall m
main wall too wing wall joint
Figure 7-22:
C
in
n psi
for El Centro
The
T
summarry of the maximum
m
stress resultss found forr all segmeental panel wall
earthquak
ke analyses are shown in
n Table 7-4.
Table 7-4: Summarry of 15 foot segmental panel wall eearthquakee analyses reesults
PGA
P
site
s

Mo
ount.
Plain
transsition
siite

Easttern
Siite

Illinoois

El Cenntro

at
Reinforccement
to Wall
W
Connecctions

62
2 psi

51 psi

58 psi

60 pssi

78 pssi

Max
Between Joint
of Main
n Wall
and Wing
W
Waalls

3 psi
83

72 psi

111 psi

96 pssi
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1888i

A
Resu
ults of 15 Fo
oot Modulaar Block Waall
7.1.3 Earrthquake Analysis
To
T demonstraate that the no-penetratiion contacts are approprriately impleemented bettween
the 15 fo
oot modularr block wall and the soil elements, the relativee displacemeents betweeen the
bricks an
nd the soil at
a a point in the middle of the wall are shown iin Figures 7.23-7.27 for each
earthquak
ke loading case.
c
These graphs show
w the x dispplacement off a node on the inside oof the
wall min
nus the x displacement of
o the closest node on thhe soil meshh. Because thhese numberrs are
mostly positive,
p
they show thatt there are no penetrattions and thherefore the contact setts are
working correctly in
n that they allow
a
the waall to move away from the soil elem
ments but ddo not
allow pen
netration. Sllight error iss observed because
b
a maaximum pennetration is aallowed baseed on
the stiffn
ness calculatiion for the co
ontacts [70]. It is seen thhat the wall nnodes move out from thhe soil
during th
he gravity loaading because these nod
des do not linne up exactlyy for the moodular block wall.
The soil nodes
n
are located slightlly below the wall nodes and thereforre do not bullge out as m
much.

Figu
ure 7-23: Reelative x displacement between
b
waall and soil n
nodes for max PGA sitee
In
n Figures 7.2
22-7.26, it iss seen that th
he Illinois eaarthquake pllot (Figure 77.26) shows more
relative movement
m
beetween the wall
w and the soil becausee the peak accceleration oof this earthqquake
occurs arround the naatural frequen
ncy of the wall
w structuree as seen from
m Figure 4.116 and Tablee 7-2.
The otheer four earth
hquake motio
ons have sim
milar acceleerations for the natural frequency oof the
wall and therefore give similar reelative displaacements.
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Figuree 7-24: Rela
ative x displacement between wall and soil nod
des for mou
untain to plaain
transition site

Figure 7-25:
7
Relativ
ve x displaccement betw
ween wall an
nd soil nodees for Easterrn Coloradoo site
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Figuree 7-26: Relattive x displa
acement bettween wall aand soil nod
des for Illinoois earthquaake

7
Relativ
ve x displaccement betw
ween wall an
nd soil nodees for El Cen
ntro earthqu
Figure 7-27:
uake
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The
T displacem
ments of a node at the bo
ottom of thee wall, the m
middle of the wall, and thhe top
of the waall are shown
n in Figures 7.28-7.32.

Figure
F
7-28
8: X displaceement of no
odes along h
height of wall for max P
PGA site

Figure 7-29: x disp
placement of nodes alon
ng height off wall for mountain to p
plain transiition
site
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ure 7-30: x displacemen
d
nt of nodes along
a
heigh
ht of wall forr Eastern C
Colorado sitee
Figu

gure 7-31: x displacemeent of nodess along heig ht of wall foor Illinois E
Earthquake
Fig
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ure 7-32: x displacemen
d
nt of nodes along
a
heightt of wall forr El Centro Earthquak
ke
Figu
Itt is seen from
m Figures 7.28-7.32
7
thaat the walls sway in andd out as dem
monstrated iin the
mode shaapes found where
w
the to
op of the waall has the laargest displaccement. Thee top blocks have
small ressidual displaacements tow
ward the end
d of the motiion. In the tw
wo dimensioonal analysiss of a
modular block MSE
E wall perforrmed by Caai and Bathuurst [46], ressidual displaacements off 5-20
mm (.2-.7 in) were found
f
for waall subjected to a 5 Hz fr
frequency at amplitudes of .1 to .4gss. Cai
hurst used eleements that allow for sliip between eeach block in the wall, w
where the prresent
and Bath
model on
nly allows for slip bettween the 4th and 3rd llayer and 1sst and 2nd laayer. For a .25g
earthquak
ke the displaacement calcculated for the top two llayers of bloocks is only 1 mm or 0.004 in.
For this study, the residual
r
disp
placement of the top bllocks is 0.0221 in for thhe max PGA
A site
loading, 0.017 in fo
or the moun
ntain to plaiin transitionn site loadinng, 0.043 inn for the Eaastern
Colorado
o site loadin
ng, 0.024 in
n for the Illlinois earthhquake, andd 0.39 in foor the El C
Centro
earthquak
ke loading. The
T El Centrro earthquak
ke has a largger residual ddisplacemennt because it has a
peak amp
plitude of 0.4g rather th
han 0.22g. These
T
resultss are consistent with Caai and Bathuurst’s
findings [46].
For the 15 fo
oot modular block wall, CDOT requuested that tthe vertical displacemennts of
the top layer of briccks be obserrved. The to
op bricks loccated closestt to the winng wall jointts are
d to have the maximum relative
r
displlacement, shhown in Figuure 7.33.
observed
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Figure
F
7-33: El Centro maximum vertical, rellative z, disp
placement iin inches
The
T maximum
m displacem
ment from all earthquakke loadings occurred wiith the El C
Centro
earthquak
ke at a time of 3.8 secon
nds. The relative z displlacement off the node tim
me history pplot is
shown in
n Figure 7.34
4. This show
ws the relatiive displacem
ment betweeen the top bblock and thee one
below it. The block with
w the max
ximum displlacement forr all earthquaake situationns occurred aat the
highest block
b
of the wing
w
wall neearest to the wing wall too main wall joint.

um vertical, relative z, d
displacemen
nt in
Figure 7-34: Time history plott of El Centtro maximu
inches
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The
T vertical displacemen
d
ts shown herre are very ssmall and caan be eliminaated if groutiing is
used. In this model,, the top blo
ocks rely en
ntirely on ggravity to staay in place.. Yen et al. [54]
showed top
t blocks of
o a modularr block MSE
E wall topplling becausee they were not supporteed by
backfill. Most cases of
o modular block
b
wall faailure occur at the cornerrs due to sheear [54].
The
T maximum
m reinforcem
ment to walll connectionn stress occuurred in the ttop most layyer of
reinforceement that was
w also conn
nected to thee wing wall as shown inn Figure 7.355. The maxiimum
normal x stress,

, for
f this case occurred forr the Illinois Earthquakee.

Figure 7-35: Modu
ular block wall
w reinforcement norrmal x stresss,
ea
arthquake
The
T

, in psi for the Illin
nois

vs. tiime plot for the elementt with the m
maximum strress is show
wn in Figure 7.36.

All five of
o the earthq
quake motio
ons showed maximum
m

at the cornners of the m
main wall to joint

wall and have their maximum
m
strress results reported
r
in T
Table 7-5. If the maximuum

found from

the Illino
ois motion an
nalysis is mu
ultiplied by the
t cross secctional area pper unit foott width of w
wall, it
gives a force
fo of 150
/

/

or 2.2

/ . Ling
L
et. al. [110], found teensile forces to be arounnd 1.0

for
f a modularr block wall with half th
he height andd 4 reinforceement layers. The modell used

by Ling et.
e al. howev
ver does not consider wh
hat might haappen at the jjoints of twoo walls. It iss seen
that corners develop excess stresses in seismic events [544].
The
T main-waall to wing-w
wall joints haave the maxximum shearr stress locatted in the m
middle
of the wall
w on the back side where
w
the wall
w touches the soil foor all earthqquake cases.. The
maximum
m shear stress found waas a

streess which occcurred on tthen El Centtro earthquaake as

shown in
n Figure 7.37
7.
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Figure 7-36:

vs. time plo
ot for elemen
nt with maxximum stresss in Illinoiss earthquak
ke

7
Joint of
o right wing wall to ma
ain wall
plot for Ell Centro earrthquake. U
Units
Figure 7-37:
of streess are in pssi.
The
T time histtory plot of the
t element with the maaximum
the modu
ular block walls, the

is shown inn Figure 7.388. For

was seen to be maximuum in the joinnt between tthe main walll and

the wing wall. This is consistent in the shear developed iin Figure 3.11 [54].
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Figurre 7-38:

vs. time forr El Centro earthquakee at wall join
nt

The
T ends of walls
w
do nott appear to have
h
a “whippping” effecct which hass been a conncern.
The relattive displaceements of a node
n
at the end
e of the w
wall to a nodde at the walll joint are pllotted
for the Illinois earthq
quake in Figu
ure 7.39.

gure 7-39: Relative
R
x diisplacementt of end nod
de to node att wall joint for Illinois
Fig
ea
arthquake
There
T
have been
b
no rep
ported casess of ends oof walls cauusing a whippping effectt and
thereforee is not a maain concern (eg. [5],[6],[[7],[54]). A summary off all results found is listted in
Table 7-5
5.
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Table 7-5: Summary of 15 foot modular block wall results
Max PGA
site

Mount.
Plain
transition
site

Eastern site

Max z
Displacement
of Top Blocks

0.0098 in

0.0075 in

0.018 in

0.021 in

0.030 in

Max at
Reinforcement
to Wall
Connections

43 psi

43 psi

43 psi

50 psi

42 psi

Max
In
Joint of Main
Wall to Wing
Wall

86 psi

72 psi

97 psi

127 psi

169 psi

Max Relative
x
Displacement
of Ends of
Walls

15

10

15

10

Illinois

El Centro

EQ

15

10

15

10

15

10

7.2 Results for 30 Foot High Walls
7.2.1 Modal Analysis Results
Only one modal analysis was performed for the 30 foot walls, since the modal analyses for
the 15 foot modular block and segmental panel walls showed to be practically identical. The
first three mode shapes are similar to those of the 15 foot panel wall, but have a lower frequency.
More specifically, the frequency for the first mode is calculated to be 3.45 Hz, which results in a
natural period of 0.28 s and a circular natural frequency of 21.7

/

. The natural period and

circular natural frequency of the 30 foot wall for all three mode shapes are listed in Table 7-6.
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Table 7-6: Modal analysis results for 30 foot walls
Natural Period
Natural Frequency
(s)
(
/ )
mode 1
0.28
21.7
mode 2
0.27
23.1
mode 3
0.25
25.3
It can be seen that the natural periods for the first three mode shapes are very similar to
one another. This clustering of natural frequencies is due to the fact that the corresponding mode
shapes, even though they are different, are dominated by the shear mode of deformation
perpendicular to the main wall facing. Assuming a plane strain cantilever shear deformation
mode for the walls, the first natural period, T, may be analytically defined as:

2

(7-4)

where H is the wall height, ρ is the mass density, and G is the shear modulus. Since the plane
strain cross-section of the MSE wall is predominantly comprised of the compacted soil material,
ρ and G of the wall may be approximated using the mass density, elastic modulus, and Poisson’s
ratio values for the compacted soil as previously defined. Using Eq. (7-4) for a wall height of
30.0 ft yields a first natural periods of 0.30 seconds, which is quite close to the LS-Dyna models
predictions tabulated in Table 7-6, and emphasizes the dominance of the shear mode of
deformation in the first three modal shapes. These values are additionally confirmed by Eq. (72) from Richardson and Lee [69], which predicts a natural period of 0.24 seconds for the 30 ft
tall wall.
7.2.2 Earthquake Analysis Results of the 30 Foot Segmental Panel Wall
The displacements of a node at the bottom of the wall, the middle of the wall, and the top
of the wall are presented in Figures 7.40-7.45. The earthquake displacements and gravity are
applied as in the case of the 15 foot high walls.
Figures 7.40-7.45 show that the top nodes of the wall are pulled back towards the soil.
This is an effect of the gravity loading on the model. As the gravity compresses the soil, it puts
the reinforcement in tension which then pulls the top of the wall down and towards the soil.
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placement of nodes alon
ng height off 30 foot seggmental pan
nel wall for m
max
Figure 7-40: x disp
PGA
P
site

Figurre 7-41: x displacementt of nodes along heightt of 30 foot ssegmental p
panel wall foor
mountain
m
to plain transsition site
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panel wall foor
Figurre 7-42: x displacementt of nodes along heightt of 30 foot ssegmental p
Eastern
n Colorado site

Figure 7-43: x disp
placement of nodes alon
ng height off 30 foot seggmental pan
nel wall for m
max
Illinoiis earthquak
ke
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Figuree 7-44: x dissplacement of
o nodes alo
ong height oof 30 foot segmental panel wall forr El
Centrro earthquak
ke

Figure 7-45: x disp
placement of nodes alon
ng height off wall for 300 foot segmeental panel w
wall
for natural frequeency
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Although
A
the wall bulgess, it still exh
hibits deform
mations that are consistent with the m
mode
shapes fo
ound in the modal anallysis (Figurees 7.1-7.3) w
where the toop of the w
wall has the most
deformattion from sw
waying in sheear.
Figure
F
7.46 shows plot of the norm
mal stress

for the reinnforcement iin the panell wall

subjected
d to the El Centro
C
earthq
quake. The red
r colored aareas indicatte the highesst tensile streesses,
while thee blue colorred areas in
ndicate the largest
l
comppressive streesses. This pplot capturees the
instance where

iss at a maxim
mum. The maximum
m
strresses develop in the froont and centter of

the reinfo
orcement. Fiigure 7.47 sh
hows the tim
me history pllot of

verrsus time forr the elemennt that

develops the highestt stress. Thiss element deevelops a maaximum streess of 151 ppsi at 2.5 secconds
into the analysis. It can be seen
n from Figurre 7.47 that the stressess due to graavity are 1099 psi.
Therefore, 42 psi is developed
d
in
n the reinforccement due tto actual dynnamic loadinng.
All
A four of th
he other eartthquake mottions showeed the maxim
mum

in tthe middle oof the

main walll on the seccond reinforcement layeer and have ttheir maxim
mum stress reesults reportted in
Table 7-7
7.

Figure 7-46: 30 foo
ot segmenta
al panel walll reinforcem
ment normaal x stress,
Centrro earthquak
ke
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, in psi forr El

Figuree 7-47: Time history plot of maxim
mum
for 30 foot segm
mental paneel wall with El
Centrro earthquak
ke
Figure 7.48 shows the sh
hear stress

of the elem
ments that fo
form the joinnt of the left wing

wall and
d the main wall. This stress
s
is 307 psi at a time of 3.33 seconds foor the El C
Centro
earthquak
ke. Figure 7.49
7
shows the
t time histtory plot of the elementt with the m
maximum
develops.
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that

ure 7-48: 30 foot segmen
ntal panel wall
w main w
wall to wing w
wall joint foor El Centro
Figu
earthquake
in psi
Itt has been observed
o
thaat during seeismic eventts large streesses tend to develop aat the
corners of
o walls [54]]. For the segmental pan
nel walls,

was foundd to be maxiimum at the joint

between the main waall and the wing
w
wall.

.
Figure 7-49:
7
Time history
h
plot for 30 foot segmental p
panel wall m
main wall too wing wall joint
C
in
n psi
for El Centro
The
T
summarry of the maximum
m
stress resultss found forr all segmeental panel wall
earthquak
ke analyses is presented in Table 7-7
7.
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Table 7-7: Summary of 30 foot segmental panel wall earthquake analyses results
PGA
site
(psi)
at
Reinforcement
126.8
to Wall
Connections
Max
Between Joint
of Main Wall 243.7
and Wing
Walls

El
Natural
Mount. Eastern Illinois
Site
(psi) Centro Frequency
Plain
(psi)
(psi)
(psi)
transition
site (psi)

120.1

128.6

123.1

151.3

131.2

234.5

256.2

307.1

511.7

349.3

7.2.3 Earthquake Analysis Results of 30 Foot Modular Block Wall
The displacements of a node at the bottom of the wall, the middle of the wall, and the top
of the wall are presented in Figures 7.50-7.55. As in the case of the 30 foot segmental panel
walls, the application of gravity puts the reinforcement in tension, which results in the top nodes
of the modular block walls to be pulled back towards the soil. This is an artifact of the way that
gravity is applied in the finite elements model. Whereas the actual structure applied gravity with
the gradual built of the wall, gravity in the model is applied after the entire wall is build,
resulting in unrealistic amounts of bulging. As the gravity compresses the soil, it puts the
reinforcement in tension which then pulls the top of the wall down and towards the soil.
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Figuree 7-50: 30 foot modular block x displacement oof nodes aloong height oof wall for m
max
PGA
P
site

Figu
ure 7-51: 30 foot modullar block x displacemen
d
nt of nodes along heigh
ht of wall forr
mountain
m
to plain transsition site
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ure 7-52: 30 foot modullar block x displacemen
d
nt of nodes along heigh
ht of wall forr
Figu
Eastern
n Colorado site

7
30 foo
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Figurre 7-54: 30 foot
f
modular block x diisplacementt of nodes allong height of wall for El
Centro Earthquaake

Figuree 7-55: 30 fo
oot modularr block x dissplacement oof nodes aloong height oof wall for w
wall
naturral frequenccy
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It is shown in Figures 7.50-7.55 that the walls sway in and out such that the top of the
wall has the largest displacement. The top blocks have small residual displacements from the nopenetration contact model toward the end of the motion which are still consistent with Cai and
Bathurst [46]. The same tensile effect in the reinforcement due to the applied gravity also pulls
the top blocks back and causes them to rock. This unrealistic uplift of the top blocks is shown as
the maximum location of the z displacement in the 30 foot modular block model. This is another
effect of the model and was discarded. The maximum chatter of the top blocks was therefore
observed at the same position as the maximum chatter of the 15 foot walls. The maximum
displacement chatter from all earthquake loadings occurred with the Natural Frequency motion
with a displacement of .0023 in. The relative z displacement of the node time history plot is
shown in Figure 7.34. This displacement occurred at the highest block of the wing wall nearest to
the wing wall to main wall joint.
The vertical displacements shown here are very small and can be eliminated if grouting
of the top two or three layers is used. In this model, the top blocks rely entirely on gravity to stay
in place. Yen et al. [54] showed top blocks of a modular block MSE wall toppling because they
were not supported by backfill. Most cases of modular block wall failure occur at the corners due
to shear [54]. The maximum reinforcement-to-wall-connection stress occurred in the top most
layer of reinforcement that was also connected to the wing wall as shown in Figure 7.56. The
maximum normal stress

for this case occurred for the Illinois Earthquake.
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Figuree 7-56: 30 foot modular block wall reinforcem
ment normall x stress,
Illinoiis earthquak
ke
The
T

, in psi for the

vs. tim
me plot for th
he element with
w the maxximum stresss is presenteed in Figure 7.57.

All five of the earth
hquake motiions develop
ped a maxim
mum

at tthe intersecttion between the

nents and havve their maxximum stress results repported
main walll and the wing wall faccing compon
in Table 7-8. If the maximum
m

due to thee Illinois mootion is multtiplied by thhe cross secttional

area per unit
u foot wid
dth of wall, it gives a forrce of 189 lbbs/ft or 2.5 kkN/m. Ling eet. al. [10], ffound
tensile fo
orces to be around 1.0 kN/m for a modular block wall with half tthe height aand 4
reinforceement layerss. The modeel used by Ling
L
et. al. however dooes not consider what sstress
concentraations at the joints of tw
wo walls. It iss seen that c orners devellop excess sttresses in seismic
events.[5
54].
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Figure 7-57:

vs. time plo
ot for elemen
nt with maxximum stresss in Illinoiss earthquak
ke

The
T maximum
m shear stressses for all walls
w
occurreed at the inteersection bettween the maain
wall and the wing waall facing com
mponents att mid-height . This is connsistent with the shear
developeed in Figure 3.1
3 [54]. Th
he maximum
m shear stresss found was induced by the El Centrro
earthquak
ke at this loccation as sho
own in Figurre 7.58. Thee time historyy plot of the element witth the
maximum
m

is show
wn in Figuree 7.59.
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Figurre 7-59:

plot for El
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nt

The
T ends of walls
w
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h
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maximum calculated rellative
displacem
ment of a node at the end
d of the walll to a node aat the wall jooint for all caases is 0.00000015
in.
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There have been no reported cases of ends of walls causing a whipping effect and
therefore is not a main concern (eg. [5],[6],[7],[54]). A summary of all results found is listed in
Table 7-8.

Table 7-8: Summary of 30 foot modular block wall results
Max
PGA site

Max z
Displacement
0.0011
of Top Blocks
(in)
Max at
Reinforcement
52.6
to Wall
Connections
(psi)
Max
In
Joint of Main
167.7
Wall to Wing
Wall
Max Relative
x
Displacement
15 10
of Ends of
Walls
(in)

Mount.
Plain
transition
site

Eastern
site

Illinois
EQ

El
Centro

Natural
Frequency

0.0013

0.0015

0.0009

0.0016

0.0023

56.1

58.2

63.16

61.24

58.7

130

152.014

134.9

272.03

150.4

15

10

15

10
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15

10

15

10

15

10

8.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The goal of this study was to use advanced finite element models of MSE walls subjected
to seismic loads in order to observe: (1) the vertical displacements of the top row of blocks on
modular block MSE walls; (2) the horizontal deformations of tapered down ends of walls on
modular block MSE walls; (3) the stresses at the interface of the wing wall to the main wall for
both modular block and segmental panel MSE walls and (4) the reinforcement connection
stresses for both modular block and segmental panel MSE walls. This was achieved by
constructing two modular block wall models, one with 15 ft and one 30 ft height; and two
segmental panel walls, with heights of 15 ft and 30 ft. The reinforcement lengths and spacing
were obtained from the shop drawings provided by CDOT of physical MSE walls built in
Colorado. From the analyses of these MSE wall models the following conclusions were drawn:


The first three mode shapes were found for both the 15 ft segmental panel wall and the 15 ft
modular block wall and were all found to have a period of approximately 0.13 seconds. This
is consistent with the empirical equation for calculating an MSE wall natural period by
Richardson and Lee [69], and an analytical simple shear model developed in this study. A
similar analysis was performed using RISA-3D with very similar results. Because the natural
periods of these two walls were so close together only one modal analysis was performed on
the 30 ft segmental panel wall, where a natural period of 0.28 seconds was calculated for the
first mode shape. This is also consistent with Richardson and Lee [69] and the analytical
simple shear model that was developed in this study.



For the 15 ft and 30 ft segmental panel walls there was slight bulging that occurred in the
middle of the wall that is consistent with the failure mode described by Sabermahani et.al.
[11] and the experimental results found by Siddharthan, et al. [14]. Walls generally deform in
a fashion that is consistent with the mode shapes described in section 7.1. The displacements
of the modular block walls were found to be consistent with the two dimensional finite
element analyses performed by Cai and Bathurst [46].



The maximum forces in the geogrid reinforcement (including both gravitational and seismic
loadings) per unit length of wall for the 15 ft segmental panel wall, the 15 ft modular block
wall, the 30 ft segmental panel wall, and the 30 ft modular block wall were calculated as 234
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lbs, 150 lbs, 454 lbs, and 189 lbs, respectively. These maximum forces resulted from the El
Centro earthquake for the segmental panel walls and from the Illinois earthquake for the
modular block walls (Table 8.1). However, it can be noted from Tables 7-4, 7-5, 7-7, and 7-8
that the maximum values of the tensile forces in the geogrid from the Colorado earthquakes
have maximum values that are very similar in magnitude to the reported maximum values
from the “extreme” El Centro and Illinois motions examined in this study.

Table 8-1: Summary of maximum reinforcement forces per unit length
Facing Type and
Reinforcement
Spacing:
Modular Block
with 18” Typical
Spacing

Wall Height:
15 feet

Wall Height:
30 feet

150 lb/ft
(Please see
Figure 7-35 for
the location of
the maximum
stress)

Segmental Panel
with 3’ Maximum
Spacing or 30”
average)

234 lb/ft
(Please see
Figure 7-19 for
the location of
the maximum
stress for the El
Centro motion;
the stress
maximizes in
the middle of
the main wall
for the other
earthquake
loadings (See
Table 7-4)).

189 lb/ft
(Please see
Figure 7-56
for the
location of
the maximum
stress)
454 lb/ft
(Please see
Figure 7-46
for the
location of
the maximum
stress)



Reinforcement
Tensile
Strength
19,500 lb/ft
(UX1000)

Peak
Connector
Strength
14,133 lb/ft
(Two Standard
Connectors to a
Mesa block)

19,500 lb/ft
(UX1000)

9,600 lb/ft
(HDPE
Connector
Tabs)

The maximum force that the uniaxial geogrid 1000 MSE (UX1000MSE) can carry before
breaking is 19,550 lbs per unit length of wall for reinforcement that extends 17 ft into the
soil. Segmental panel walls are often built with connector tabs made of HDPE on the back of
the panels. A typical tensile strength of HDPE is 3200 psi or 9,600 lbs per unit length of wall.
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For a UX1100MSE geogrid connected to one Mesa standard block using two standard
connectors the peak connection strength is 14,133 lbs per unit length of wall for 17 ft of
reinforcement [2]. The seismic motions do not develop breakage stresses for the lower
strength reinforcements.


The maximum shear forces that developed at the joints between the main wall and the wing
walls occurred vertically for the segmental panel walls and horizontally for the modular
block walls. For the 15’ and 30’ segmental panel walls, the maximum shear stresses were
188 psi and 511.7 psi, respectively. For the 15’ and 30’ modular block walls, the maximum
shear stresses were 169 psi and 272.03 psi, respectively. These shear stresses (all caused
from the “extreme” El Centro earthquake motion with a larger magnitude than that expected
for CDOT designs) were not significant enough to be expected to result in failure of the
concrete joint connections.



In the 15 ft modular block wall, the maximum vertical displacement of the top blocks was
observed at the topmost block of the wing wall. This block is not crucial to the structural
integrity of the wall. This block only displaced a maximum of 0.003 in for the 15 ft wall and
.0023 in for the 30 ft wall. Bricks displace less for the 30 foot wall due to a lower natural
frequency. The top blocks in the MSE wall models used were only held together by friction
and gravity. Typical MSE wall construction requires grouting through the top block layers,
which would eliminate the small block movement that was observed in the model when no
grouting was used. If it desired to remove this very small vertical motion entirely, at least the
top three rows of blocks should be grouted to the underlying blocks, as the top row of blocks
and the next two rows of blocks were allowed to vertically chatter in this model. More
severe earthquake motions such as the Chilean Earthquake could potentially cause larger
magnitudes of block chattering [54], but these motions were too large to be considered for
this study.



The “whipping” effect by the ends of the wing walls in the modular block models were found
to be small. The max relative displacement in the x direction was .000015 in for all
earthquake loadings. This is not a factor for MSE wall design.



The results of this study show that segmental and modular block walls representative of
typical current CDOT design practices performed well with respect to both serviceability and
strength requirements, even under AASHTO’s newly stringent requirement for the
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consideration of a 1,000-year return period earthquake. The CDOT wall systems have also
been shown to perform well even under extreme loading conditions centered about the
natural frequencies of the walls and historic significant earthquakes such as the El Centro
earthquake.


Three separate example Colorado sites (the max PGA site, the mountain to plain transition
site, and the Eastern Colorado site) were examined to assess if varying underlying
geographical conditions affected the seismic response of the MSE wall structures subjected
to the 1,000-year return period earthquake.

From Tables 7-4, 7-5, 7-7 and 7-8, it can be

seen that the magnitudes of the relevant stresses and displacements amongst the
corresponding MSE walls at the three different sites are all on the same order of magnitude;
it does not appear that the differences are significant enough to merit individualized design
procedures in CDOT MSE wall design for each geographic region.


The results of these linear elastic finite element studies indicate that seismic design for MSE
walls in Colorado does not need to be routinely performed, even considering the recent more
stringent AASHTO requirements. Looking at Tables 7-4, 7-5, 7-7, and 7-8, it can be seen
that the MSE walls, which were modeled based upon walls designed using typical current
CDOT MSE wall design procedures, performed very well under all of the seismic loads
examined. The CDOT MSE walls performed very well under elevated seismic loadings
without having to explicitly consider seismic-specific concerns in their design. Additionally,
as noted in Anderson et. al [75], at the 2011 meeting of the AASHTO Subcommittee on
Bridges and Structures, state and federal bridge engineers agreed that seismic analysis is not
required for MSE walls which are <=9.1 m and subject to a design acceleration <=0.4 g.
This means that the MSE walls examined herein do not need to be designed for seismic loads
as per the AASHTO recommendation.
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9.0 FUTURE WORK
The next most relevant step to this research is to study the effects of inelastic material
properties. For this study, it was assumed that a simple analysis using linear elastic material is
sufficient given the relatively small earthquake magnitudes. A more material complex model can
result in larger wall deformations, especially for taller walls and larger earthquake magnitudes. A
future study on walls with metallic reinforcing strips should also be performed in the future.
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APPENDIX A
PEAK GROUND ACCELERATION FOR
1000 YEAR RETURN PERIOD IN THE
CONTERMINOUS UNITED STATES MAP
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Fig
gure A - 1: Peak
k Ground Acceeleration for 10
000 Year Returrn Period: Contterminous United States [1]

APPENDIX B
NATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
SURVEY QUESTIONS AND LIST OF CONTACTS

State DOT Contacts:
DOT MSE wall
contacts

Email

Name
Kidada C.
Dixon

Alabama
Alaska

dixonk@dot.state.al.us
clint.adler@alaska.gov

Arizona

nwetz@azdot.gov

Arkansas

jon.annable@arkansashighways.com

California

kathryn_griswell@dot.ca.gov

Connecticut

leo.fontaine@ct.gov

Delaware

jsoneji@mail.dot.state.de.us

Clint Adler
Norman
Wetz
Jonathan
Annable
Kathryn
Griswell
Leo
Fontaine
Jiten K.
Soneji

Darryll.Dockstader@dot.state.fl.us

J. Darryll
Dockstader

Florida
Georgia

Paul Liles

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois

herbert.chu@hawaii.gov
tri.buu@itd.idaho.gov
william.kramer@illinois.gov

Herbert Chu
Tri Buu
Bill Kramer

Indiana
Iowa

msmadi@indot.in.gov
Robert.Stanley@dot.iowa.gov

Kansas
Kentucky

brennan@ksdot.org
bart.asher@ky.gov

Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

gavin.gautreau@la.gov
kitty.breskin@maine.gov
jrobert@sha.state.md.us

Massachusetts

peter.connors@mhd.state.ma.us

Michigan

endresr@michigan.gov

Minnesota

blake.nelson@dot.state.mn.us

Mississippi
Missouri

jwilliams@mdot.state.ms.us
thomas.fennessey@modot.mo.gov

Malek Smadi
Bob Stanley
James
Brennan
Bart Ascher
Gavin
Gautreau
Kitty Breskin
Jeff Robert
Peter
Connors
Robert
Endres
Blake
Nelson
James
Williams
Thomas W.
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Phone

Responded
(y/n)

334‐206‐2277
907‐451‐5321

y
n

602‐712‐8093

y

501‐569‐2369

y

916‐227‐7330

y

8605943180

y

302‐760‐2322

y

(850) 414-4617

y
y

404-631-1985

808‐832‐3405
ext. 232/483‐
2575
208 334 8448
217‐782‐7773
317‐610‐7251
ext. 226
(515)239‐1026

n
y
y
y
y

785‐296‐3008
502‐564‐2374

y
n

225‐767‐9110
207‐592‐7605
410‐545‐8327

n
y
y

617‐973‐7304

y

517‐322‐1207

y

651‐366‐5599

y

601‐359‐1798
573‐526‐4340

n
y

Montana
Nebraska

kechristensen@mt.gov
omar.qudus@nebraska.gov

Nevada
New
Hampshire

msalazar@dot.state.nv.us

New Jersey
New Mexico

kuangyu.yang@dot.state.nj.us
robert.meyers@state.nm.us

New York

jdigregorio@dot.state.ny.us

tcleary@dot.state.nh.us

Dr. Mrinmay
Biswas

North Carolina
North Dakota

biswas@dot.state.nc.us,
jketterl@nd.gov

Ohio
Oklahoma

Jawdat.Siddiqi@dot.state.oh.us
rcurb@odot.org,

Oregon

jonathan.n.guido@odot.state.or.us

Pennsylvania

dazzato@state.pa.us

Road Island

rsnyder@dot.ri.gov

South Carolina

sizemorejc@scdot.org

South Dakota

dan.vockrodt@state.sd.us

Tennessee

ed.wasserman@tn.gov

Texas
Utah

dsjoblom@utah.gov

Vermont

chris.benda@state.vt.us

Virginia
Washington

ALLENT@wsdot.wa.gov

West Virginia

donald.l.williams@wv.gov

Fennessey
Kevin
Christensen
Omar Qudus
J. Mark
Salazar
Thomas
Cleary
Kuang‐Yu
Yang
Bob Meyers
Joe
DiGregorio
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Jon Ketterl
Jawdat
Siddiqi
Ron Curb
Jonathan N.
Guido, PE,
GE
Patricia
Kiehl
Robert
Snyder
Jeff
Sizemore
Dan
Vockrodt
Edward P.
Wasserman
Marcos
Galvan
Darin
Sjoblom
Christopher
Benda
Ashton
Lawrer
Tony Allen
Donald
Williams

406‐444‐6008
402‐479‐4394

n
y

775.888.7875

y

603‐434‐4721

y

609‐530‐5302
505 827‐5466

y
y

518‐457‐4769

y

919-508-1865

701.328.6908

y
y

614‐728‐2057
405‐522‐3795

n
n

503‐986‐3993

y

717‐772‐0568
401 222‐2524 X
4553

y
n

803‐737‐1571

y

605‐773‐4466

y

615‐741‐3351

y

512‐416‐2224

y

801‐964‐4474

y

802‐828‐6910

y

804‐786‐2355
360‐709‐5450

y
y

304‐677‐4000

y

Wisconsin

robert.arndorfer@dot.state.wi.us

Wyoming
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Bob
Arndorfer
Michael E.
Menghini

608‐246‐7940

y

307‐777‐4427

y

APPENDIX C
MSE WALL SCHEMATICS
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Figure C - 1: Typ
pe A panel walll dimensions
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Figure C - 2: Ty
ypical panel wa
all plan view
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Figure C - 3: Typical
T
panel wall layout

123
Figu
ure C - 4: Typiccal modular blo
ock wall layoutt

APPENDIX D
LS-DYNA MODEL CONSTRUCTION

LS-Prepost version 2.4 was used for the creation of these wall models. The program groups each
feature into 7 different “pages” which are made up of different keyword cards that may be edited
and added to the LS-Dyna keyword file. The shell meshes were created by using the Mesh
feature on page 7. The coordinates of each mesh piece can be made by typing the coordinates of
the four corners into the 4N-Shell entity. The number of elements in the x and y directions can
also be specified in the NxNo. and NyNo blanks. Once the pieces of the shell mesh are built, the
nodes can be merged by using the DupNod feature on page 2. The pieces of mesh can also be
moved to the same part using the “Movcpy” feature also located on page 2. Mesh pieces can also
be translated, reflected, and rotated using the Trnsfrm, Reflect, Translt, and Rotate features on
page 2. For further instructions on use of these features see the online LS-Prepost documentation
[70] and LS-Dyna Keyword Manual [73].
The soil part was first drawn using the program SolidWorks and then saved as an IGES file. This
file was then imported into LS-Dyna in order to create a proper mesh. The soil mesh was created
using the feature BlockM on page 7. In this feature the number of lines that make up each
element can be specified in each direction (i, j or k). The position of these lines can also be
specified in the position list. Once a block of elements with the proper spacing is created, this
block can be projected to lines, surfaces and point of the imported IGES file to create the soil
mesh. The elements can also be distributed linearly, or moved or rotated. In order to draw lines
recognized by LS-Dyna on the IGES file, the feature curves on page 7 can be used. To create a
curve or line, select “create”, “by point” at the bottom of the screen and select two points that
you would like the line to run between. Once this is done a line of the blocks generated in
BlockM can be projected to the line created on the IGES file. Projections may need to be
repeated several times to get a smooth surface. Further explanation of the BlockM feature can be
found in the LS-Dyna documentation: BlockM User Manual [74].
For the segmental panel walls, each individual panel was made to be its own mesh by selecting
the area of the mesh that is the same size as the panel and using the “detach” feature on page 2.
This makes each panel have its own nodes and boundaries separated from the rest of the mesh.
Once all the panels are detached, hinges were placed at all edge nodes. This was done by
creating a node group through the “setD” feature on page 5. To create node groups select
“create” and set the group type to “*SET_NODE” from the pull down menu. If “area” is selected
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below the graphics window then several nodes can be selected at a time by clicking and dragging
a box around the desired nodes. For these particular node groups only two nodes touching each
other go into a group at a time. This allows the wall to translate freely separate from the rest of
the nodes in the wall. Once all the node groups are created, the “*Cnstrnd” feature on page 3 is
used to make sure the nodes are free to rotate but are forced to translate together, mimicking the
hinged boundaries at the junctions of each panel. The direction in which the nodes are forced to
translate together can be selected. For this study the nodes are forced to translate in all directions
in order to create the effect of the panels being hinged together. See the LS-Dyna keyword
manual [73]. One alternative way to constrain all different node groups together when there are
multiple node groups is to use a spreadsheet program, such as Microsoft Excel, to write the
needed keywords and numbers to a text file. If this file is saved as a formatted space deliminated
file it can simply be copied and pasted into the text version of the LS-Dyna keyword file.
The panel wall and the geogrid reinforcement were connected together by using the duplicate
node feature on page 2. To use this, an area was selected in the graphics window that just showed
one reinforcement layer at a time and the wall it was attached to. With this done, the option can
be selected “show duplicate nodes” and then “merge duplicate nodes”. This way the soil and
reinforcement acts as one mesh and the resultant stresses can be read at the duplicate nodes.
The next contact used is implemented between the soil front face and the panel wall face. In
order to set this contact, two segment set groups need to be created. The “Selpar” feature located
on page 1 can be used to view one part at a time. The same “SetD” feature on page 5 can be used
with the pull down menu set to *SET_SEGMENT. If area is selected, a group of elements can be
selected at once by drawing a box around them with the cursor in the graphics window. This
feature highlights the face of the whole element rather than just the nodes. Once this is done,
“*contact” on page 3 is used to set the no penetration contact between the wall and the soil. This
contact simply ensures that the wall does not move into the soil in the dynamic situation and vice
versa. From the *contact feature, select “AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURACE” and select
edit. If the SSTYP, and MSTYP inputs are set to 0, this tells the program that segment sets will
be used. The ID for these are input into SSID and MSID which stand for slave segments and
master segments. In this case, the wall is the slave and the soil is the master. The static and
dynamic coefficients of friction can be input in the FS and FD section. If the section A card is
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checked, then the soft input can be set to 1. This option is most commonly used when dissimilar
materials have a contact set between them. The default soft formulation uses the size of the
contact segment and its material properties to determine the contact spring stiffness. This method
works best when the material properties are the same order of magnitude. When the soft
formulation is set to 1, the stiffness of the near contact springs are based on the nodal masses that
come into contact and the time step size. The spring stiffness is calculated as:

k  .01

m
Δt 2

(D-1)

The reinforcement is constrained in the soil by the
*CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID keyword. This can be created through the
“Cnstrnd” feature on page 3. If the SSTYP and MSTYP are both set to 1, then the part ID can be
selected for the slave (reinforcement) and master (soil) parameters. The CTYPE parameter for
this contact is set to 2 so that the shell mesh is constrained with respect to acceleration and
velocity. This contact keeps the reinforcement from simply falling out of the soil when outside
forces are applied.
The last contact is made between the soil and the orthotropic elastic elements. These nodes
are tied together by the contact TIED_SURFACE_TO_SURAFACE. This keyword can be edited
through the “*contact” feature on page 3. Segment sets were again made for the faces of the
elements at the back of the soil mesh and the faces of the elements at the front of the orthotropic
elastic element mesh. This keyword is implemented the same way the
*CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURACE contact is implemented. This contact
ties the two surfaces together so that they move as one solid part.
Different material cards can be created by using the “*Mat” feature on page 3. The material
type can be selected from the list by pulling down the arrow next to “Groupby” and selecting
“All”. This list can then be sorted by setting the “Sort” pull-down menu to “Type”. The material
type 001 (Elastic) and 002 (orthotropic elastic) are used in this study. The input parameters
needed for each card are the material ID number (MID), mass density (RO), Young’s modulus of
elasticity (E), and Poisson’s ratio (PR).
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In order to implement the orthotropic elastic elements, a vector is defined that specifies which
direction the material properties apply to. To do this, use the feature “*Define” on page 3. Next
select “COORDINATE_VECTOR” and edit. For this study the direction C is said to be the Z
direction in the global model. Therefore the local coordinate system needs to be the same as the
global coordinate system defined using the *DEFINE_COORDINATE_VECTOR keyword. This
is done by saying the x coordinate on the x axis (XX) is equal to 1.0 and the y coordinate of the
local x-y vector is equal to 1.0 with all other coordinates 0.
The section keyword needs to be defined for each part to tell the program what kind of element it
is using. For the panel wall, a *SECTION_SHELL keyword is defined for both the concrete and
reinforcement parts. In this keyword the element formulation (ELFORM) is set to option 16
which is a fully integrated shell element. This formulation gives the element the option to bend
as well as stretch and compress. The thickness of the shell element is also specified here which is
6 in for the concrete and 0.25 in for the reinforcement. The solid elements share the same section
solid keyword. The solid elements have an element formation of 2 which is the fully integrated
solid option. This has been seen to produce more accurate results from previous models. For the
modular block wall the *SECTION_SOLID keyword is defined for the brick elements.
Once the sections and material properties are defined they need to be assigned to each part by
using the “PartD” feature on page 5. Here the part can be selected in the bottom right hand
window and the option “assi” can be selected. Next the section ID and Material ID can be
selected for that part. Once the “Apply” button is pressed, this material will have the properties
assigned to it.
The boundary conditions for this model can be applied by creating another node set group that
includes all nodes that would be touching the ground. Once this group is created, the keyword
*BOUNDRY_SPC_SET, located on page 3, can be created. This card needs the node set ID and
then the degrees of freedom can be fixed by selecting a 1 under DOFX, DOFY, and DOFZ for
translations and DOFRX, DOFRY, and DOFRZ for rotations. The next boundary condition
applied is the non-reflecting boundary condition. This is applied to a segment set that includes
the soil sides and the back. This option does not reflect waves back into the soil everywhere that
there is an infinite boundary. This keyword is defined using the same “*boundary” feature on
page 3.
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To perform a modal analysis of this structure, the *CONTROL_IMPLICIT_EIGENVALUE
and *CONTROL_IMPLICIT_GENERAL keywords must be used. These are created using the
“*control” feature on page 3. The implicit general card changes the analysis from its default
explicit analysis to an implicit analysis. An initial time step size is entered in for the DTO value.
LS-Dyna iterates to find the correct time step from this value. In the implicit eigenvalue card, the
number of mode shapes desired can be specified. For this study the mode shape number (NEIG)
was set to 3.
To perform an earthquake analysis, the two implicit keywords are not used. For this study, the
non-reflecting boundary condition was removed as well for the panel wall in order to attempt to
reduce run times. When performing an earthquake analysis the time step needs to be specified in
which LS-Dyna writes results out to a file. This is done though the “*Dbase” feature on page 3.
If Binary_D3plot is selected, then all results are written to the a file that can be read using LSPrepost. The time step used is .02 seconds in order to match the time steps of the earthquakes
used.
The earthquake loading is applied by creating a curve using the “*Define”” feature on page 3.
The earthquake can be imported into the *DEFINE_CURVE keyword by selecting “impost XY
plot”. The earthquake must be in a CSV, comma deliminated excel file in order for the program
to read in data. Next the “*Boundary” feature can be used to apply the acceleration curve to the
bottom nodes of the model through the prescribed motion set keyword. The node set ID used is
the same as that used for the boundary conditions. The DOF is set to 1 which tells the program
the motion is applied in the X direction. The VAD is set to 1 which says that this motion is an
acceleration. The BIRTH value is set to 1.0 which is the time in which this motion will start.
This motion will start at 2.0 seconds to give the program a chance to fully apply gravity, then
come to equilibrium without causing too much vibration.
Gravity is applied by defining a curve that applies the acceleration linearly over 1 second of
time and stays for the duration of the run time. This keeps the model from unnecessarily
bouncing. This curve is then applied to the whole model using the “*LOAD_BODY_Z”
keyword. In LS-Dyna, gravity is positive in the negative Z direction. Using the
“*CONTROL_TERMINATION” keyword, a time that ends the run duration can be input that
will stop the model from running.
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